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Tampa Native, 30,
To Anchor,At Bav
Area TV Station

Voting Heari·ng
ConliFRIS Alleged
Fraud Non-Existent

Beloved Head
Start Instructor
Dies Suddenlv
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FlORIDA MEMORIAl UNIVERSITY'S NEW PRESIDENT MEETS WITH TAMPA COMMUNITY
Dr. Henry Lewis, III, the new president of Florida Memorial University, was in Tampa lastThursday and Friday to share his vision ·
with the community. Rev. Dr. Bartholomew Banks, Pastor of St. John Progressive Missionary Baptist Church and President of the Progressive M&E Baptist State Convention, hosted a 'Forum With the President' on Thursday evening at St. John Progressive. On Fdday,
Dr. Lewis was the honored guest at a luncheon at the Tampa Airport Hilton hosted by the Florida Memorial University Tampa Alumni ~~~
C:hapter. With Dr. Lewis at the luncheon from left to right: Kareem J. Coney, President, National Alumni Association; Peggy Morfin, ~
Shelia Cohen, Dr. Pineali Jones, Vanessa Banks, Dr. Mary A. O'Banner, Dr. Henry Lewis, III, Evelyn Bethune Davenport, President,.
Tampa Alumni Chapter; Rev. Dr. Bartholomew Banks, Shelia Cohen, Director of Alumni Affairs; and Dr. Adriene B. Wright, Vice President for Institutional Advancement. (Photograph by Lomax Mcintyre)
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His life Told

In Poem

BYTAMECAJOHNSON
Freelance Writer
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Willie Lee has stories to
tell .and has spent a lifetime
sorting through them. His
tales of life are now nicely
tucked into the pages of a
book he's written; but it's how
he tells the story that makes
the biography unique.
Le~'s book, Crossing the .
Roads of Yesterday~ gives
what he describes as "insight
into the heart of a man," his
heart, to be exact. The pages
WILLIE LEE
take readers through his
childhood grqwing up in 1965
Clearwater, to the challenges
men don't feel too comforthe's faced as an adult, telling ·
able alloWing women to know
it all primarily in poem.
who we really are."
"I just felt lil<e my poetic
Lee sought t6 change that,
spirit said a lot ·of what was
by literally putting everything
going on in my life for quite .
on the line. In his book, he_
some time," he says. "It's a
exposes himself for reasons
gift I believe God gave me to
he says ate simple. "It's just
help me get thro.ugh life."
for an awareness that life is
His stories date back to
basically what we choose to
the age of three and he tells
make it, ·regardless of our cit. '»
-. .
them in crystal clear form, incumstances.
·
cluding tales · of his carefree
In addition to writing, Lee
life as a youngster and going
spends most days serving as a
baid as a teenager. He speaks
school resource officer at Sulpassionately of the village·that
phur Springs ·Elementary.
made up his-life: his father,
The divorced father of three is
mother, grandmother and !}le
a memb~r ofMt. Calvary Sevmen and.women of his neigh- . enth-Day Adventist Church in .
borhood; but admits the cataTampa. He self published his
lYsts that iead hiin to put pen
book through his company,
to paper wa8 much more
Desire Publications, and has a
compleX~ ·'· ~·· . ·
··
second book, Wounded
"At 37; I· kind o~ realized
Hearts, Broken Lives: The
after going't hrough a couple
Stories Men Should Tell, set
of reltionshjps that most of us
for publication in six weeks.
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ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOL
SENIORS!!!!!
The Tampa Housing Authority Is .
Seeking Eligible Applicants To Apply For The
Margaret A. Fisher Scholarship Opportun

DEADLINE -·
MAY
2012
CONTACT
Tampa Housing Authority Main Office
LaToya Carter, Marketing and Communications Officer
1529 West Main Street
Tampa, Fl. 33607
813-253-0551 Ext. 196
Online www.thafl.com (click on agency announcements)

No Charges Filed In Accident Death

The Hillsborough County
Sheriffs Office is reporting
that no charges will be filed in
a traffic accident that involved the death of a pedestrian.
On January 261h at 11
p.m., deputies said a traffic
crash occurred on Big Bend

Road near U.S. 41. The crash
resulted in the death ofNeeshala Maraj, 19, who was
walking . in the roadway.
Maraj was hit by a 2012
Ford · driven by Gary
Mud~r,39.

The investigation is continuing.

NEESHALA MARAJ

cvclistlniured In Accident
ST. PETERSBURG - St.
Petersburg Police report that
the injured bicycle rider involved in an accident last
Wednesday on 3rd Street,
South has been identified as
Steve Corey Stewart, 57·
Police said Stewart was
riding his bicycle north on 3rd
street, South along a sidewalk.

Witnesses told. police it appeared Stewart su.ffered a
medical condition that caused
him to lose control of the bicycle and land in the roadway.
Police and fire rescue person- ·
nel arrived on the scene and
performed CPR. Stewart was
hospitalized and is reported to
be in critical condition.

STEVE STEWART

Beloved Career Head Start
Instructor Dies Suddenlv
Deborah McNair CalhoUn, 58, had been involved
with the Hillsborough County
Head Start program since she
was 20 yews old. .
Last-Thursday; Mrs~ Calhoun was found on the floor
of her apartment by co-workers after she hadn;t shown up
for work. She was hospitalized, and pronounced dead
Friday.
Mrs. Calhoun was a
1971 graduate of Howard W.
Blake High School, and although her demeanor was
quiet, she was well known
and well respected. She was
also an excellent student.
According to family members, Mrs. Calhoun ·had
complained of riot feeling well
after getting a flu shot, but
had not · experienced any
health problems earlier. Coworkers and close friends said
her death was sudden and unexpected.
Head Start/ early Head
Louis
Start
Director,
Fiimey, said Mrs. C8Iboun
was.a popular employee and
very dependable.
"She had been recognized
by the ·agency for her great attendance on several occasions, and throughout her
career, she's had over 1,000
children come through her
classroom.
"Mrs. Calhoun started
as a teacher's assistant, and
later became the lead teacher
and longest serving employee
in Hillsborough County Head
Start."
Finney said Mrs. Calhoun left a long list of people
who will miss her dearly, and
she also left her personal impression on him.
"She was always courte-

DEBORAH MCNAIR
CALHOUN

ous, and she was returning to
school to finish her education
in Early Childhood Education.
"In 2000, ·Mrs. Calhoun
was recognized and honored
as teacher of the Year. She

will be missed by the head
start community at-the West
Tampa Center, and the Early
Head Start staff at Kiiilffiins."
Mrs. Calhoun was the
second daughter of Mrs.
Ruth McNair, who is head
of the West Riverfront Neighborhood Association and
Crime Watch. She has two
sisters; Ann and Linda, a
daughter, Tasha Valdez,
and 1 grandchild Ms. Patrjcia Ferrell-Hunter is
known by the family as her
adopted sister.
Ray William.S Funeral
Home is assisting the family
~th arrangements for a service.
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Young Journalis-t
To Anc.hor At Tampa
NeWs Station
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letin. The yom_1g man gradu- ·

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
. _AS a young child in elementary school, one Tampa
native knew that he wanted
. to be a newscaster. Brent
Solomon pursued his
dream and made it reality..
However, Solomon said
people would often ask when
he would ·work in the local
market. For those inquisitive
minds, Solomon now has
the answer. He will become a
temporary anchor for WFTSTV/ABC Action News next
month.
"In this business, you're
required to move a lot, but
you know that going in. It is a
pleasure returning to my
hometown and working with
a station I grew up watching .
as a child," Solomon said.
While other may shy away
from ' public
speaking,
Solomon does not have that
problem. He enjoys the exposure the field brings.
. · ·A Tampa native, attended
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BRENT SOLOMON
... Anchqr oflocal news station

the public schools of Hillsborough County. When the
new ·Blake High School
opened, he enrolled and during his junior year, began
writing the schoolcolumn for
the Florida Sentinel Bul-

ated in 1999, having the dis.;;
tinction -·qf being '9 ne of the
. "new" Blake Bigh School
·graduates. · · · · · ·
After graduation, he enrolled at the University of
Florida, where·he earned his
degree in journalism. He
landed his first job at a Savannah, Georgia television
station, where he remained
for tWo years.
that
time,
Since
Solomon has worked in
markets in Albany, Georgia,
Little Rock, Arkansas, and
-Miami.
He said this position is
that of temporary anchor for
WFTS-TV/ABC Action News .
He will J:>egin in February.
Solomon, 30, is a member of the College Hill Church
of God in Christ and Alpha
Phi-Alpha Fraternity, Inc. He
is ~ the son of Mrs. Ternpress Solomon,.. and the
late· Clarence Solomon,
and has a younger .brother,
Trevor.
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BYJOANNA TOKLEY
SpeCial To The Sentinel
During the field hearing
Friday in Tampa on Florida's
changes to election laws held
by Democratic Senators Bill
Nelson (Florida) and Dick
Durbin (Illinois), voters
heard testimony . by two
Florida elections supervisors
that convinced the hearing
panel and onlookers that ·
there was little to no voter
fraud during previous elections.
Elections Supervisors
Michael Ertel (Seminole
County) and Ann McFall
(Volusia County) could not
cite one instance in which
voter fraud became an issue.
During testimony from
witnesses opposing voter
law changes, at least five rea- -.
sons were given as to why
the HB1355 ~lection law
changes were considered
"vote eroding~ ~d suppres-

sion."
The 48-hour limit to submit new voter registration
· forms does not take Friday
or Monday holidays irito account. In addition, reducing
the number of voting sites
makes access for early voting
difficult.
Also, implementing the
reduction in the number of
early voting hours would in-.
crease the cost of elections
because of need for paying
overtime to employees required to work extra hours.
The requirement that
voters who have changed addresses and/ or names must
cast provisional ballots was
the most disturbing, because
40 to so percent of provisional ballots have been considered to be invalid.
Practically every witness testified that the l!ew .law will
have a negative impact on
minorities, students and the
· elderly.

LILBRUS

seat."
Mrs. Young said Lil
Brus . spent a lot of time
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Rap Artist, 8,
launches Anti-Butlvinu·
campaign
Jordan Young (Lil
Brus) is an 8-year-old rap
phenomenon who has been
~ performing since he was 5.
On January 29 1h, Lil
. Brus highlighted a release
party to announce his latest
single and to launch his AntiBullying Campaign along
with Team Crawford.
Lil Brus's mother, Lesley Harris-Young, said her
son's talent began to show itself when he was o~ly a year .
old.
"He'd sit in his car seat,
and really loved listening to
T.I. What we discovered was
when we would play music in
the car and it wasn't T.I.,
he'd cry. As soon as we put
T.I. on, he'd dance in his car

1\)

----------------------------~--------~~

~CA'S

around his older brother,
who was writing music, and
picked up on a lot.
"We discovered Jordan
had an extremely good memory when it came to music.
"The joy of his life was
when he actually got a chance
to meet T.I., and later perform with him.
."As far as the bullying is
concerned, his father and I
always made sure he was
aware of bullying and what to
do. He'd come home and tell
us about incidents he'd seen
at school. Because he was
trained so well at home, we
never were afraid for his
safety. Kids need to be taught .
how to deal with bullies."
"We join him when he
travels to do concerts, and
he's pretty level headed for an
8-year-old."
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Change Voting laws· ~
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BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
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The Ronda Law states That You
May Be Entitted To $1 0,000
·
For Loss Wages And MediCal Care•••
.

(PIP Insurance Needed)

"Don't be victimized twice for an accident that wasn't your fautt•

Call M~chelle B. Patty
Local: 813-495-3702 • Toll Free 1-866-352-4200
Available 24 Hours A
Michelli

/7 Days A Week
Inc.
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Subscriptions-$44.()()-6 Months Both Editions: $87.00-Per Year Both Editions.
Opinions expr- on editorial pagea of t h i s - by Columnists 0< Guest wrtters,
do not necessarily reflect the editorial stance of The , _ -
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The First ladv Comes To Town
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ther than her Cover Girl smile, what _initially you
notice about First Lady Michelle Obama are her
. . shoulders ... sculptured wide and powerful, much
like the symmetrical shoulders of tennis star Serena
Williams and her sister, Venus. Then you notice the
First Lady's eyes ... sable-brown and vocal with a daring
glint, which lets you know that she is the one in charge.
Stan~ng 5'11," making her the tallest First Lady in
American history alongside former First Lady Eleanor
Roosevelt who was equally as tall, First Lady Michelle
Obama returned to Tampa where she had successfully
campaigned for her husband's election, several years
ago. But this time, she wasn't talking directly about the
presidential election. This time, she was campaigning
about the equally important issues of food, good health,
and ~ommon sense.
LET'S MOvE! was the name of the initiative · she
touted. It was a kindred issue for a woman whose travel
itinerary was every bit as diverse and demanding as that
of her husband's. F4"st Lady Michelle Obama swept quietly into town, tall as a royal palm; she riveted Tampa
audiences with her velvet voice and expressive eyes, and
endeavored to :r:nake her listeners realiZe that . tlie
wealthiest nation in the world wa8 not necessarily the
healthiest nation in the world, in large part because of
its citizens' poor food choices.
As beautiful as her husband is handsome, and as compelling as her husband is eloquent, First Lady Obama
once more reinforced the mystique both she and her
h11sband have brought back to the White House.
After her presentation, utterly poised, she left in a
limousine for ·other Florida cities. ADd we found o'urselves wondering, could any first lady have ever been
more compelling or more beautiful than Michelle
Obama. We doubt it.
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Tuskegee Airmen And Red Tails,
The MoVie: The u•old Storv

I

f you get the opportunity,
please go see the movie
a..
Red Tails, now show~
ing in local theatres. The
movie tells a significant
~
amount of the history of the
:::::»
Tuskegee Airmen's 99th Purm
suit Squadron and their contribution to helping America
win World War II.
~
By now, I'm sure most of
you know that the Tuskegee
~
Airmen were 300+ Black men
c:cc•~------------~--~----------~----~
·omeowners and aspiring homeowners, listen for · who were trained to maintain
~
your lives. As of January 1, 2012, when you preand fly military aircraft at
..J
pare your 2012 tax return next year, you 'will no
Tuskegee Institute and who
LL longer be able to deduct the cost ofyolir mortgage insur· flew bombing missions over
ance.
Europe, France and Italy durIf you intend to buy a home, you will have to fork over
ing World War II. However,
~creased fees on all new conventional and FHA mort~
the movie doesn't tell you
gage loans.
how the Tuskegee Airmen
· You will ~o longer be able to deduct credits for home
story began.
energy improvements and credits for building a new enWhat the movie Red Tails
ergy efficient home.
doesn't
tell you is that accordNo one who itemiz~s his or her federal tax returns will
ing
to
the
Negro Almanac,
be able to deduct state arid local sales taxes. The net ef- ·
the
Tuskegee
Airmen came
feet of the 58 tax code benefits that Congress failed to
into
being
as
a
result of the
renew beginning 2012 could result in an increase in anaction
of
a
young
Black air
nual tax~ble income anywhere from $2,000 to as high
Yancy
cadet
by
the
name
·
of
as $1o,ooo or more.
·
Williams.
Who was it who said no new taxes?
During the beginning of
"Bamboozled" would be a good word, though "duped"
World War II, most Black
would also do for the many of us who thought Congress
Americans rallied to our nahad our financial backs. Indeed, it seems they did have
tion's side, endorsed the war
our backs, pushed to the wall. How else might anyone
effort and sought to make a
explain .Congress' opposition to practically any legislacontribution to the nation's
tion that promised to help middle class Americans while
war
efforts, in spite of segrequietly initiating tax increases on the sly?
gation,
discrimination, big"':t
Obviously, someone wants very much to change the
otry,
and
racism that existed
w charter of America•.And if American voters don't wake
within
America
as well as in
e,:, up, we may find ourselves back.in original public hous'the
military
at
that
time.
~ ing, better known as slave plantations.
·
:::::»
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.Americans sucker-Punched
With loss 01 Tax Deductions

H

In the case of air cadet
Yancy Williams, his endorsement of the · war included a "fearless insistence
of the rights of Black airmen
-to join the Air Force as fighter
pilots, -·not merely ground
jockeys or maintenance personnel."
Yancy Williams, a graduate of Howard University,
threatened to file a lawsuit
against the United States Air
Force. Pressure from Black
Civil Rights and labor leaders
as well as adverse newS coverage in Black newspapers
caused the Air Force to
quic}4y open a Jim Crow
training facility at Tuskegee
Institute in 1941.
Thus, the 99th Pursuit
Squadron was born.
When
we
mention
Tuskegee Airmen, they included pilots; naVigators, instructors,
bombardiers,
maintenance, and support
staff who helped keep the
planes in the air.
They became one of the
most highly respected fighter
groups of World War II. A
group of pilots from this unit
won Top Gun competition
in 1949, but were not recognized for the win until l995·
The first Black jet fighter
pilot and the first Black aircraft mechanic certified and
assigned to work on jets were

a

· members _ of ·the 99th
Squadron.
Of ·all of the segregated
Army, Navy; and other military forces, "the 99th Pursuit
Squadron remains the most
glamorous Black unit associated With World War II."
Commanded by Colonel
Benjamin 0. Davis, Jr.,
this unit flew over 500 combat missions and more than
3,000 sorties (attacks on individual enemy planes) against
the Germans by the summer
·of 1944. After being attached
to the 332nd Fighter Group,
the unit's record became even
more impressive.
By the spring of 1944, the
Tuskegee Airmen had completed nearly 1,600 combat
missions and more than
15,000 sorties. In addition,
the unit destroyed German
Messerschmitt fighters in the
air and on the ground. · Indeed, this elite group terrorized enemy shipping vessels,
as well as played the role of
roving marauders.
Two Tuskegee Airmen
many of you might remember
for their volunteer service to
the Tampa community were
Henry Bohler and Jean
Esquerre, now deceased.
Several retired Tuskegee
airmen in the Tampa, Sarasota, and St. Petersburg area
continue to make guest appearances and presentations
to schools and local events.
So. if you' go to see the
movie, make sure you take
your children, grandchildren
or some other youth to see the
inovie with you. Each of you
will see a great and inspiring
history lesson.
Harambee.
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday:- You and a partner have more than yoi.I
realize. Home is where your heart is, and your focus this year
will be to grow and expand the networks that keep those home
fires thriving. Talk about what you love.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)- Build abundance with a
foundation oflove. Avoid going out on spending sprees. Things
go smoother at home. Keep your promises, and be _respectful.
· Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)- You're even smarter than
usual for the next few days. You can find the solution to that
. old problem. The assignment changes. Stand up for what's
,right.
.
·•Aries (March•21-April19) .,-Money comes in. It could be
,~asy to spend it all on food, comfort or other sensual treats.
Have some of that. Pay down a debt, and save some, too. Have
it all.
. Taurus (April2o-May 20)- Hermit-crabbing sounds
appealing. Taking care of business close to home recharges
your social batteries. Get in the spotlight later.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) -It's getting easier to step forward. It seems so comfortable to hide out, but there are costs.
·Yoqr creativity Wants to escape. Cook something up.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - The conversation is rich:
The revelation you'd been looking for gets discovered by the
group. You begin to understand. Defer gratification.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Tap into abundance without
spending more. Get the word out, and it goes farther than ex. pected. Remember, love's the most important part; Be patient
with someone.
Vugo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Plan a fabulous adventure. A
new assignment baffles. Slow down and puzzle it out. Organize .
for efficiency. There's fun ahead. Make a change for the better.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) - Home vies with career for your ·
attention. Consider your options carefully, including an unrea._ .
soilable request. Don't worry about status. Set" priorities.
· Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)- You're on top ofym.ir business game. ci:eate new partnerships and complete negotiations.
You have many reasons to be happy. Your friends are there for
you.
.
..
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) ~ Entering a very busy ·
two-day phase. Focus on the difference you can make; Ex.pect ·
changes in your career, and glitches in communication. Relax; ··
Caprico~ (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -You'd rather play for the
next few days. Balance finances and romance. With some cre_ativity, you can make it all work. Hold that carrot out on a stick.

Old friends gathered to pose for the Sen~ .
tinel photographer .at a reception. They
are: Evelyn Daniels and Yvonne Hol:lnes
{seated),and Rosaline Daniels.

Adriane Fordham, Latrona Davis an~
Ms. Duport posedin front of a Black History bulletin board while attending a celebration for Black History month.
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Rena Thoinas,Vu-g:ihla Williams,.Gladys W:dson, Elizah Williams, Sam Cochran, Dou'"
. glas Williams, Sarah Larry, Rudy Tucker and Rudolph Donaldson took time to pose for
'the'sentinel photographer while_ attending a reception~
.
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BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL- Liam must make a difficult decision about his marriage; Bill publicly makes his opinion known about whom Liam should chose; Steffy unleashes
her anger at Bill. Katie surprises.Liam with her sudden change
of heart regarding Steffy; Steffy fills Ridge in about the latest
situation in her marriage; Hope and Steffy commiserate about
the tough choice that Liam must make. .
. DAYS OF OUR LIVES - Sami ruins Sydney's birthday
party and Carrie and Rafe's intimate moment; forcing her to
offer an olive branch to EJ; Stefano tempts Bo and Hope with
the reveal of the contents of Alice's envelope. Madison reconsiders her attack on Kate; Sami fights John's attempt to bond
with her; Abigail pits Austin against his wife.
GENERAL HOSPITAL- Sam rushes to the hospital; Luke
and Lulu have a heart-to-heart; Carly gets closer with Johnny.
Alexis and Shawn work together; Ewen tries to help Dante;
Ethan gets a surprising visitor.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Patty's obsession with
Jack creates havoc in Genoa City and changes lives forever. In
the aftermath Patty's rampage, survivors pick up the pieces.
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Middleton High School, Class of 1968 held their school reunion. Hosting a reception wa8
part of the festivities. Some of the guest included: Willie Dennis, Vera Dennis, Mary Smith,
Archie Smith, Gus Johnson and Renee Johnson.
·
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Universitv To Host-·
'College Goal Sundav'
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ANTONIO

NAOMI
MS. TIERRA SMITH
University of Tampa Associate ·
Director, Financial-Aid,
CGS Site Coordinator

I would like to wish Naomi and Antonio a happy birthday.
.
-, ~-·
Naomi will be turning 4, Feb. 1, and Anto1,1io will be
turning 3, Feb. 2.
They will be celebrating with family and friends.
Love, mom and stepdad.

Happv Birthdav

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

TREY

Birthday shout out to
Trey, Feb. 2nd. .
_
·From, the family. We love_
you. Seeyou·soon! ·

STACKS
Happy pirthday, Stacks,
•·
' . _.
a ..
k a., M ISter.
To my.husband, my love,
the father of my child. I wish
: God to bless you on this very
~ special day;~ -and- more to
··'f
' '·" ··. ' ;.. •• ... .
y; come. I nnss and love you!
~ Forever, yij~tiuly, your
· Ywife. Ms. Tee.""': ~ · ·
~

Haoov ·
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Happy birthday Stacks,
a.k.a .. Daddy.
Happy birthday, Da-Da!
Miss you and love you!
Love always, your daughter, Patria.
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MS. LILLIE SAMUElS
University of Tampa Staff
Assistant, Financial Aid CGS
Site Marketing Coordinator

said, "I believe this program
will be beneficial to high
school seniors who plan to go
On Sunday, February 12th,
to college and need financial
aid. The .program will assist
the University of Tampa will
host an event aimed at help- . students in completing the
ing
students
navigate
FAFSA and all high schoo_l
seniors can attend, whether
through the financial . aid
process. Those in attep.dance.
they ~ill attend irr or not.
will also have an opportunity
College Goal Sunday is a free
to ~n a scholarship.
event for college-bound stuThe event entitled "Coldents and their families."
lege Goal Sunday," will take
Students who attend the
place from 2 p.m: to 5_p.m,, in
event will have the opportunity to take part in an on-site,
the Sykes College of Business
on .the .Pniversity of Tampa
random scholarship drawing.
The drawing-will allow stu-'
campus. It is free and open to
the public. · ·
dents to acqurre a scholarship
..Ms. Tierra Smith, Uhifor use at any college or unic
. ·,_;! .·\ fv,i1
versity of Tampa Assochii:e ~ versity.
Director, -Financial Aid,' CGS
College Goal Sunday -is
Site Coordinator sa!d, "This is
being sponsored by the Uni- ·
a nationwide event design_ed . versity of Tampa Office of l"i~·'
to 'help the communizy. ' · •• ·· .·· ·
nartcial
Aid. ·· StUdentS
_ ~The FAFSA(Free ~PP~-~-- _ __ planning to attend college. in
~tio~ of Fe~eral Stu~ent · the fall are encouraged to
~d) Is the pn~ary ~pph~· complete their financial .aid
~?~ ..f~~ -fi~~~~Ial_ a.td. It_~s _ packets prior to the Jllh,e:~
very rmportap.t .th~t ~e apg~"" .. 2012 deadline. - · · ·. .
cation is:oo~p~~!ed corr@y \ '. ~: · · For ·additional nrlorma:- .
because -it ..Pire5~Y: impa<:fS -~- tion contact Ms. Smith at :
~e . fin~CI~ rod - ~ stu,dent ~ ·· (813)
253~6 219 . · or
will receive.
·
'thr-:\
t ed
Ms •
tierra.SJDL\WlL~.
Mrs. Lillie S amueIs,
S
b
·h
d t
Staff Asamue1s can e reac e a
.
. fT
~mversity.o ~pa .
(813)
253,-3798
or ·
si.stant, Fm~ncial Ai~ CGS
lsamuels@ut.edu.
Site Marketing Coordmator

IL.

Eastern Heights Drug March
(Choose)

Honor Roll, High Honor Roll,
Perfect Attendance,
Student Of The Month, Other

Hobbies: _ _ _ _ _ __

The Eastern Heights Neighborhood Association and Crime Watch have scheduled a drug
march through their community.
·
· The march is scheduled for March 10th at 1:30 p.m., and the starting point will be at 4202
East Palifox Street, Oak Hill Missionary Baptist Church.
Mayor Bob Buckhorn is expected to assist therri in the march, alo~g with the City of Tampa
·
Fire Department and several other churches and organizations. · ..
Any and all neighborhoods are welcome to take part in this endeavor, and any help with the
march would be appreciated.
·
.
·
Anyone willing to participate is asked to contact Mr. ~amuel L. Mobley, Sr., President of
the Eastern Heights Neighborhood Association and Crime Watch, at (813) 743-4099, or (~13)
628-4243·

~
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Club Shooting Is First Trial For·
Notorious Murder Suspect Dontae Morris

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Last Friday, Hillsborough
County Circuit Court officials
decided notorious murder
suspect, Dontae Morris
will be tried first for the robbery and murder of a man
outside a Tampa nightclub.
The club shooting is one of
five · murder cases filed
against Morris.
·According to poiice, during·the early morning hours
of May 31, 2010, Rodney G.
Jones, 41, was shot and
killed during an attempted
robbery. He was leaVing the
. Cotton Club, 2405 W. Albany
Street, at the time of the
s!looting.
Jones, father of two, was
shot several times. He was a
professional trainer.
Police investigated the
. shooting as an attempted
robbery that ended in mur. der.
·
In January 2011, first.:.degree, attempted armed robbery, and being a felon ·in.
possessio;n of a · firearm
charges were filed against
26-year-old Morris.
Morris was . r~portedly
~ed to the murder through
text messages and witness
statements. At the time .the
ch¥ges ~ere filed, Morris
was already inj~ facing four

DONTAE MORRIS
... Facing five murder charges

other murder charges.
The jury selection for the
.Jones murder trial will
begin on July 30, 2012.
·According to police, after
Morris was released from
prison in April 2010, he al. legedly shot and killed 21:
year-old Derek Anderson
on May 18, 2010, at the Kenneth Court Apartment Com. plex.
· Police said the murder occurred during· ah apparent
attempted robbery. Morris
was charged with first-degree murder and attempted
robbery with a firearm.
On June 8, 2010, the
Hillsborough County Sheriffs Office investigated the
shooti~g death of 25-yearold · Harold . Wright.
Wright had been shot in the

head. His body was discovered on the side of the road at
2003 51st Street, S., shortly
after midnight.
Det~ves with the Sheriffs Office said their investigation revealed evidence that
linked Morris to Wright's
murder. on June 8, 2010 . .
The final two murder
charges stem fiom a traffic
stop involving. ·two Tampa
Police officers. The result
proved to be deadly.
According · to · police, at
2:15a.m., on Tuesday; June
29, 2010, Tanipa Police Officers Davi~ Curtis and Jef•
frey Kocab, both 31, were
on · routine patrol in East
Tampa. Officer Curtis observed a 1994 Red Toyota
· Camry that didn't have the license plate visible~ He turned
his lights on behind the vehicle at N. soth Street and E.
Dr. M. L. King, Jr., Blvd. Officer Kocab, also 31, was .
his hackup uiiit: ·:· ·: .···
The female : diiver, later
identified. as:·Ms._C.o rtnee
B.,mtley, stopped the car ~t
N. soth Street and 2.3 rd Av. enue. Morris was the pas-

i

life support and pronounced .-.
w
dead at 8:30 a.m., that mornN
ing.
Q
Morris ·surrendered on N
July 2, 201o,following an in~
tensive, week long nationwide manhunt. He was ·also
charged with attempting.to
. escape while .being . transported.in JUly 2oio.
:. .
Police said ballistics tests
revealed that the same gun
was used to kill D.erek An. derson and ·the two:· police·
officers. The ballistics tests.
RODNEY JONES
were
inconClusive in the
...Killea May 31, 2010
Jones ease.
' A spokesman for the
senger, police said. ·
Hillsborough
County State
: · A computer check reAttqrney's
Office
said
vealed that an active warrant
Jones,
Ande~
murders
of
eXisted for Morris and at:..
son, and ~right will not be
tempted to make an arrest.
pursued" -as death
penaltY
.
.
..
. Morris allegedly shot both
cases . .
officers af'close range, and
However, they .do pl~ to
fled on foot.- Ms. Brantley
pursue the death penalty
fled iii the vehicle, police
the murders of the two offisaid . .
cers. He stated that Florida
The shooting w~ cap- .. · law conside~s . the murder
tured on the dash cam of the
a law enforcement ~fficer
police crniser. Officer
the perform~ce of duty
z
Kocab .was:.. pronounced
an aggravating· factor. He .::!
dead shortly ~~r arriving at
al~o sai~·.Violence·jn the :Past ~
·Tampa General Hospital. Ofcan also be considerec:las
r
.'
a
{wavatiilg.
fa~m;.
ficer Curtis
:
w
as
placed
on
. ... -·.
.
:

~

Y,p_
ur child .could f"~'~ve
~:'K-12 scholarshiP?~.:~~ ·

WHAT IF

,

- -·- - - - - - - - -. - .-,

DO I QUALIFY FOil A 2012-13 SCBOLARSBIP?

National

. ·Inmate Guiltv 01 Seeking ·: $890 ·Million In-Tax Relunds·. .
. ··' SYRACUSE, NY-- A new charge·was a:dded to the re~ord
of a prisoner serving two to four years for possession of stolen
property. When sentenced in May on the new charges, he could,
add up to five additional years to his-prisqn time and face a. fine
of up to $250,000 on each count.
· ·
·
The inmate, who was not identified, is accused of seeking
$890 million in tax refunds. The bogus tax.refunds were filed
from 2006 to 2010, while the.,in~. was ·at'diffeiertt .~taie·:pris;_ • ·
ons. A refund of $327;ooo was issued, but'prison officials intercepted the check and returned it to the Internal Revenue
Service, which prompted the investigation.
Last week, the man was convicted of 11 counts of filing false
income tax claims and one count of helping another inmate to
file a false claim as well.

1. Acblld ent.rbllldlllet'ptelmust be 5 by

Does your family qualify for the free or
reduced lunch program? If so, you may
qualify for this program too.

Septaber tat.
2. Acblld enterlllg 1st gl'ldt 111U1t be 6 by
September 1st.
3. Achild entering grades 2·12 mutt have attendtd
a Florida public school for the 2011-12 school year•

Is your household income• at or below these levels?

Step Up For Students is a nonprofit organization
that awards scholarships based on income. not
academic perfonnance, that families don't have
to repay..
...

Step Up For Students provides K-12 scbotarships that allow families to consider school
options they may not have been able to afford.
StudentS Who quaUfy may receive more than
$4,000 for private school tuition OR $500 to
help cover transportation to a public school in
another county.

5
0

2811·12 "-guidelines

Students do better in schools
that fit their learning styles.

-----------

GET READY!
1. Visit StepUpForStudents.org/famlly to learn about the scholarship program & participating schools.
2. Gather documents: income information, household size & florida public school report canis.
3. Starting in March, apply & send in aU documents.
Scholarships are first-come, first served.

- - - - -.- - - -- - - - - - - - -

For more information please visit StepUpforStudents.org/family
OR call 877-735-7837 OR Te~: new ~o 28766 to be added to our mobile
list to receive additional information•.
•Msg and data rates may apply. Receive up to one message/week.
Text ·~elp' for help, text 'stop· to cancel. T&C Iii www.mztxt.com/terms

If you know other families who could
benefit from this scholarship program,
please share this infurmation with them.

•

~~¥for students
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NUCP Homework
lola Simon Chapter
#33 Order Of The Tutorial Program Moves
To New Location
Eastern Star,
PHI Elects OHicers
BY IRIS B. HOLTON,
Sentinel City Editor

The Hillsborough County
Branch NAACP Ensuring
Student Success (ESS)
Homework Tutorial Program
recently entered into a partnership with Principal
Yolonda Capers and the
Mt. Pleasant Standard Base
Middle School. The tutorial
sessions will take place at
1906 N. Rome Ave., beginning (toqay) Tuesday, January 31, 2012.
The hours are 3 p.m., to 6
p.m., on Tuesdays;Wednes~
days, and Thursdays. There
is no charge for the program,
and is open to students in
grades 6 through 12.
The Homework Tutorial is
specially designed to provide
students with one-on-one or
small group homework help
>
in any subject. The tutors
~
are college volunteers from
a:
LL
RISE
(Reach
Inspire
c
Strengthen
Encourage),
who
Members
seated
are:
District
Deputy
Sheryl
West,
Bertha
Baker,
Worthy
Matron;
z
<( and District Deputy Petrice Hall. Second row, Denisha Odom, Secretary; Beatrice
provide encouragement and
~ Smotherman, Eunice Butts, Iris Warren, Associate Matron; Tawanda Peoples; Con- assistance to students who
c ductress; Bessie Thomas, Nicole Odom, Kimberly Barker, Associate Conductress, may need a little inore time
en
:·.- . or help grasping certain
w Sheri Williams, Toni Ashe and Ronika Anderson.
.::l
ideas or concepts.
....
"We place no restrictions
>
a:
the number of subjects .
on
Lola Simon Chapter was
w·
Worthy Patron, Levi an
Gail Williams; Adah,
that
a student may receive
>
Hall; Associate Matron, · Joanna Tokely; Ruth,
w chartered March 12, 1957
help
in;
nor do we limit them
Iris Warren; Associate
Nicole Odom; Esther"""
c . and named after a faithful
in
the
amount
of time they
w
Beatrice Smotherman;··
Patron,
Paris
dedicated Eastern
:z: and
need.
Our
program
is oriThomas; Conductress,
Martha, Toni Ashe;
en Star named Lola Simon.
ented
towards
student
learn- .
:::i
Tawanda Peoples; AsThe 2012 Officers for
Electa, Roneka Odom;
m .Lola
·
ing.
Our
goal
is
student
sociate
Conductress,
Trustees, Petrice Hall,
Simon Chapter #33
::l
comprehension and achievea.. Order of the Eastern Star,
Kimberly Barker; · SecBetty Baker, Eunice
ment. Our intent is to help
z PHA are as follows:
retary,
Denisha
Butts and Sheryl West;
i=
the achievement gap.
close
Worthy
Matron,
Odom; Treasurer, Tasha
and Grand Lecturer, Petw
...J
Our process is to serve one
Bertha L. Baker, Ed. D.;
Hawki-n s;
Chaplain,
rice Hall .
...J
child at a time. Each child is
::l
m
important; the success of
...J
each
child matters," Mrs.
w
z
Carolyn Collins, president
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MRS. CAROLYN
COLLINS
President, Hillsborough .
County Branch NAACP ·
of the Hillsborough County ..
Branch NAACP said.
The current tutorial program is geared toward students in grades 6 through 12.
However, Mrs. Collins said
they are currently attempting
to · help younger students
who may be struggling. .
"We are also looking for
retired certified elementary
school teachers·to assist us in
opening a K - 5 Homework
Tutorial Program. ·If you are .
interested, call the NAACP
office and leave your contact · ·
information."
However, she said that
seating is limited and parents are required to pre-register. Anyone interested in ·
learning more about the Tutorial Program .can call the
NAACP office at (813) 2348683, or visit-the NAACP Office Tuesday through Friday
between the hours of 10 a:.m. · ·
and 2 p.m. to obtain an application.

~

w. J . .Haynes. Executive Director

cordially .invites you ·'1o the
Inauguration
of our newly electecf·<>' .

MODERATOR

Reverend Dr. : Hosea ·L. Daniels
Pastor of New Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
of Tampa, Florida

Tampa Park Apartments
Resident Services Program

8ecome A Belfer You"

11

Annual Coat Drive ·
FEBRUARY 7TH AT 5 P.M. FOR ITS RESIOEtfrs

.F riday, ._.:::.n,n
The TEAM will be accepting adult and children's
coats of all sizes and ages in the rent office
. 1417 Tampa Park Plaza (corner of Nebraska
and Scott Street near downtown Tampa)

9:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
DROP OFF DATES:
MONDAY, JANUARY 23RD ntRU·fRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3RD.
Park Apartments goal Is to help keep
warm throughout the winter. Your contribution to ·
this drive will be deeply appreciated.
·

For more information contact:
Delores Gervin, Resident Services Manager
(813) 229-1845 X 0

------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----~~
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Heritage Gospel Concen AtOpen Cate

~~-,~~~~~----------------------~ ~

The Tampa Bay Heritage Festival Gospel Event was held at
event featured sevthe Open Cafe on January 20, 2012.
. eral gospel groups and individuals, as well as great food.
(Photos by Julia Jackson)

)>

The

:::D

<

Ellen Moragne Robinson, Ebba Wilson, Lola Johnson and Diane Bell were also
assistants.
The Hostess Staff at the Open Cafe were: Tonya Williams,
Mary Escalante, Bonnie Rushing and Bridget Frazier.

Pastor Dwight N~wkirk, right, with his wife; Elder Artest
Newkirk w~re at the concert at the Open Cafe.

m

<
The Classy and Sassy Red Hatters of Tampa in attendance were: seated, Daisy Wade, Arlie m
Page, Emma Ross and Margaret Long. Standing, Ina Robusky, Geneva Murphy, Lena Barker,
~
Shirley Shipp and Dot McDaniel.
~
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Free SAT For Public
High School Juniors
Margaret Birkins and Gwendolyn Taylor atte n ded the concert.

Hillsborough County
Public High School juniors
are eligible to take a free
SAT at their high school.
The exam normally costs
about $so. Students and
parents should contact their
high school guidance office

directly for more information and to sign up for the
free exam. All Hillsborough
County public high schools
will serve as testing sites.
The SAT exam dates and
deadlines for registration
are: March 10, 2012 · -

- ~

February 10, 2012; May 5,
2012 - April 6, 2012; June
2, 2012 - May 8, 2012.
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An online practice pro- ·
gram to prepare high school
students to take the SAT is
also available at every high
school.

Celebrate Black Historv
Month In Plant Citv '

Cynthia Mann and Joyce Mitchell were at the Open Cafe for
the Gospel Concert.

The staff at Bing's
Rooming House Museum
says ther.e are several cultural sites in Plant City to
visit during Black History
Month.
This is a list of destinations with significant Black
heritage in Plant City.
Please consider these

when planning your culture
and heritage vacations.
*Plant City Bing Rooming
House Museum, 205 South
Allen Street, Plant City;
*Laura Street Restoration
District (Negro ~aseball
Park), corner of E. Laura .
Street & 401 Waters, Plant
City.

*Plant City Photo Archives
& History Center, 106 South

Evers Street, Plant City. *Glover School Campus
(10 acre school complex),
5104 Horton R'Oad, Plant
City.
*Ruby's Fruit Stand & Art ~
Gallery, State Road 6o, C)
Plant City.
·
m
CD

Fraternitv To Recounize.severlll
Citizens At Blue Tie Affair

REV. BEVERLY LANE

REV. T. W. JENKINS

BOBBY WILDS

DAYLE GREENE

ALFRED DIXON

BILLY REED

. HARRYT. MORRIS, SR.

LA CHERYL AIKENS

SOLDAVIS, SR.

EVANGELINE R. BEST

<

~
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The Gamma Eta Sigma Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity is busily preparing for its Blue Tie Affair.
~ The event will be held on Saturday, March 24, 2012,
> 7 p.m., at the Embassy Suites Hotel- USF, 2035
a: Spectrum Blvd. (33612).
~ Adrian 0. White is the Bigger arid Better
W Business Chairman.
C

ffi

c

The highlight of the evening will be the recognition
of the Unsung Hero Awards recipients. Their goal is
to recognize local leaders who have made an impact
in the community in their respective careers.
Those who have been chosen for recognition are:
Religion- Rev. Beverly Lane and Rev. T. W.
Jenkins; Education - Alfred Dixon, Billy Reed

and Harry T. Morris, Sr.; Civic- Bobby Wilds
and Dayle Greene; Politics - Evangeline Best;
Business - La Cheryl Aikens and Solomon
Davis, Sr.
For additional information on the Blue Tie Affair
Unsung Hero Awards Gala, please call (813) 743- .
8779; (727)-422-0001; or (813) 784-2736.
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Comminee Preparing For B-CI Concen Chorale Visit
A planning committee is
putting the final touches on
a visit by the Concert
Chorale of BethuneCookman University. "A
Celebration of Song" will be
performed by the chorale on
February 19, 2012 during the
8 a. m. service at Palma Ceia
United Methodist Church,
where B-CU alumnus, Rev.
Kevin James is the pastor.
At 3 p. m., the performance
will be at St. James House of

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prayer Episcopal Church.
The chorale is led by interim
director,
Tawn
Thomas, after the retirenrent of the ·chorale's ·legendary director, Dr.
Rebecca Steele. The
chorale performed during
the
inauguration
of
President
Barack
Obama.
The concert is free to the
public. (Story and photos
by Julia Jackson)
Andre Diggs, President of
the Hillsborough Cou~nty
Chapter of BethuneCookman University, led the
planning meeting.

Altimnae, Diane Diggs arid Jacqueline G~t are part of the
planning committee to bring the B-cU Concert Chorale to the
Tampa Bay community.

Alumnus, Tom "Smilin"
Robinson, attended the
meeting.

Birdie Underwood and her niece, RacquelWatson:, attended
the meeting.

Prevention & Educati
Extractions
Crowns & Bridges
Dentures
Partials
Root Canal Therapy
Repair & Relines
*Gold Crown (Real)

Available

*Patient
0

.,...
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Phone Banks working Pee Wee Spartans Win Cheer-on
To Re-Elect President.
Barack Obama

Phones are busy at work on Monday evenings, 6-8 p. m. as volunteers are making calls for the re-election of President Barack
Obama. The phone bank is set up at Total Image :Seauty Salon.
(Photos by Julia Jackson)

Mae Alice Judge, owner of
Total Image, headquarters
for the phone bank, with Jane
Mitchell.

~
~
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The West Tampa Pee Wee Spartans won the 2011 District, Regional and National Cheer-Off for
the Pee Wee :Pivision recently. Members of the cheering group are: Jalia Capaz, Tatiyana Gaines,
Kayla Hardy, Zaria Harvey, Samya James, Meia Keaton, co-head; Janiya Kitche, co-head; Daiza
Mack, De'Monyea Stephens, head; Reniya Thomas, Kamaria Tolbert, Jalissa Walker, head; Destiny
Watkins and Charlotte Williams.
Coaches are Sonya Hendricks, Bridgette Clark and Alexis Hillary. Yonrika McCalpine is the
sponsor.
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Wayne Dixon was one of
those available to make calls.

Clay Armstrong and F'r ank
Ortiz were also making calls.
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TAMPA BAY EVENTS PARTNERSHIP &WAI.GREENS
Presents A Health Fair At

9202 N. 56th st. • Temple Terrace, Fl33617 • (813) 985-8521
2 P.M. - 6 P.M.
FREE * FREE* FREE * FREE * FREE* FREE * FREE * FREE * FREE
SCreening, Blood Pressure, Among others • Food, Music, Giveaways • DON'T MISS IT! !I
Tampa Bay Community Events Partnership Founded 2003
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Oid School Fridav
Night Out

Old School "Friday Night Out" is becoming a popular event to

~ get the weekend started. (Photos by Julia Jackson)
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Back Bv Popular Demand:
'Saul's Juke Joint'

After such a successful run last summer, Saul's Juke Joint made a return during the Tampa Bay
Black Heritage Festival 21 days of events. The theatrical musical was held at the theater at Hillsborough
Community College on Saturday, January 21, 2012. (Photos by Julia Jackson)
-I

Reverend and Mrs. George (Lo) Berry, left alld her mother,
Mrs. Bert Washington attended the production.
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Gloria Young and Chester Reynolds attended the musical
production.
·
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Mr. and Mrs. Desmond (Vicki) Boone were at the production
of Saul's Juke Joint.
·

YORKSHIRE
TERRIER DOG

Missing Sunday Afternoon,
January 22nd From Reliable Welding
5010 N. 30th St. 'Baba.' She Is Friendly
& Ukes To Uck. Weighs 71bs. 12" Tall.
Black And Brown, With Grey Hair On
The Top Of Her Head. 2 Years Old.

N
~

REWAifD
813 237-0110

$500

R. Lawrence, who writes
and produces plays, also attended the event.

Sherryl Cusseaux, right, is shown with orie of those in the
play, Ivy Box.

------------------------------------------------~------------------------------,~ ·
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Tickets To Diddv's Grammv ·Aner
PartV' Cost Up To $50,000

Sean 'Diddy' Combs is
having a Grammy after party
at the Playboy mansion. The
party guest list will consist of
a very select group of A-list
· celebrities that can afford the
enormous .e ntry fee. Tickets
are being sold from $1,500 to
$5o,ooo dollars.
The cheapest ticket is a
slightly more affordable
$1,500 and they go up from
there -- $1s,ooo, $25,000 ...
all the way up ,to $50,000 -depending on what services
you may require at the black
tie affai:J;.

Mom Who Publiclv Punished Her
Son Speaks Out On Dr. Drew

~

,...,--------,

WHITNEY HOUSTON

DIDDY

Tracv Morgan Returns Jo '30 Rock'
Aner Collapsi~g At Sundance
Comedian Tracy Morgan was seen returning back
to work on his hit sitcom 30
Rock in Manhattan, after
having collapsed at the Sundance Film Festival in Utah.
Morgan collapsed last
week. It's reported that exhaustion was the cause and
that no alcohol or drugs were
found in his system.

Houston Denies 'Broke
As AJoke' Rumors

Whitney Houston is
vigorously denying rumors
that she is running out of
money. The R&B diva, who
has struggled with drug addiction, is no stranger to unflattering stories -- but she ·
insists her finances are
sound.
She released a statement
saying the allegations are
"false and ridiculous."

50 Will Tweet Nude
Photo Of Himself If
Giants lose Super Bowl

In their first national TV
interview, the mom (Dynesha) who made her son
(Alont'a) wear a sign that
read "I Lie, I Steal, I Sell
Drugs, I Don't Follow the
Law" sits down with Dr.
Drew and opens up about

why she took this action.
Dr. Drew also offers
Alont'a a life changing plan
for his survival on "Dr.

Drew's ·~ Lifechangers"
which airs (today) Tuesday, January 31st at
a:oo p.m. on The CW!

Ena.James·Remembered
As Triumphant Trailblazer
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The Help' Wins Big At SAG A~ards
Octavia Spencer
Also Wins Black
Women In
Hollywood
Award

OCTAVIA SPENCER
And VIOlA DAVIS
Octavia Spencer, winner of award for outstanding
performance by a female
actor- in a supporting role for
"The Help," and V~ola
Davis, winner of the award
for outstanding performance
by a female actor in a leading
role for "The Help, " pose
backstage at the 18th Annual
Screen Actors Guild Awards
in Los Angeles, January 29,
2012. The Help, a movie
about African American
maids in the 1960s in (the u ~
S. state of) Mississippi was
the big winner at Sunday's
18th annual Screen Actors
Guild (SAG) Awards ~ The
cast won the Best Ensemble
award, the equivalent of
Oscar's best picture.

After winning the Golden
Globe for best supporting actress and receiving an Oscar
nomination for her role in
The Help, it's safe to say that
Octavia Spencer is on a
roll.
Now she's won Essence
magazine's Black Women in
Hollywood awc;trd. Spencer
will be honored by Essence
at a luncheon on February
23rd and will receive the
Breakthrough Award.

50 Cent has a long history of being outspoken on
Twitter -- for better of worse. ·
And now a bet he's made
with one of his followers is.
raising a lot of eyebrows. The
"In Da Club" rapper agreed
to a racy bet, if the Giants
lose the Super Bowl -- he'll
tweet a nude photo of himself.
50 Cent reportedly won a
$5oo,ooo bet on the Giants
in the NFC Championship
game. But that's only money.
For the Super Bowl, ·he's
making things really interesting.
After Tweeting throughout
Sunday's nerve-wracking win
("just watched a $5oo,ooo
football game get on my level
Chumps") 50 is uber-confident heading into Feb. 5·
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Stevie Wonder performed at the funeral of Etta
James, Jan. 28, 2012, in Gardena, Calif.
GARDENA, CA -- Etta
James was remembered at .
a service Saturday attended
by hundreds of friends, family and fans as a woman who
triumphed against all odds
to break down cultural and
musical barriers in a style .
that was unfailingly honest.
The Rev. AI Sharpton
eulogized James in a rousing speech, describing her
remarkable
rise
from
pov~rty and pain to become
a woman whose music be-
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came an enduring anthem.
~
Pre~ident
Barack .....
c:
Obama and the First Lady m
shared their first inaugural CJ)
ball dance to a version of the c
song sung by Beyonce. · ~
)>
Sharpton opened his re- z
marks by reading a state- c
ment from Pres. Obarna.
"Etta will be remembered
for her legendary voice and
her contributions to our nation's . musical heritage,"
Pres. Obarna's statement
read.

Schiano Introduced
As Bucs Head Coach

GREG SCHIANO

Greg Schiano made it
clear Friday he was not in a
hurry to become a NFL
coach. He is now head coach
of the
Tampa
Bay
Buccaneers simply because
he felt the opportunity finally was right.
"I've had some other
opportunities before, but
this one just felt right,"
Schiano said during an
introductory news conferC ence at One Buc Place that
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Tiger Comes Up Two
Shots Shon 01 Rock
In Abu Dhabi
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drew several Bucs players,
past and present.
Former Bucs great Mike
Alstott sat in the front row
to hear the new coach's
introduction while quarterback Josh Freeman, running back LeGarrette
Blount and safety Cody
Grimm took seats in the
back row of the team's auditorium.
What everyone heard was
a coach who vowed to instill
discipline and structure into
a team coming off a 4-12
season and with a 62-82
record since it won the
Super Bowl in 2003.
"Our team will be built
around a humble, unselfish
attitude of sacrifice," said
Schiano, who left Rutgers
after 11 seasons to join the
Bucs. "It's hard to find that
in today's wodd, but that's
who we'll be." ·

TIGER WOODS

Tiger Woods closed
with an even-par 72 on
Sunday and tied for third in
the Abu Dhabi HSBC Golf
Championship at Abu Dhabi
Golf Club in Abu Dhabi in
the United Arab Emirates.
He finished with a 72-hole
score of 11-under 277, two
strokes behind winner

Robert Rock of England.
Making his first start of
2012, Woods has now
competed in 104 European
Tour events and has posted
37 victories and 79 top 10
finishes.
Paired with Rock and
Peter Hanson of Sweden,
Woods parred the first
hole, then birdied the par-s
second, sinking a 4s-foot
putt. He added another
birdie at the 429-yard, par4 third hole, nestling his
second shot three feet from
the cup.
Woods bogeyed the
par-4 fourth hole, missing
the green with his approach
shot and was unable to convert a IS-foot par putt.
Tiger also bogeyed the par.4 fifth, missing the green.
with his second shot and
two-putting from 2S feet.

Eagles,
Jackson
.FarAoanln
Contract Value

DESEAN JACKSON

Eagles owner Jeff Lurie
said earlier this month that
the Eagles would welcome
wide receiver DeSean
Jackson back, "if the right
terms develop." But league
sources said Jackson's
opinion of his worth continues to be night-and-day different from the Eagles'.
While Jackson has said he
would be willing to get franchised, the Eagles aren't
likely to do that.

49erAidon
Smith Faces
DUI Charge
In Florida

ALDONSMITH

San Francisco 49ers linebacker Aldon Smith was
charged Saturday with driving under the influence in
Miami Beach.
Miami-Dade County jail
records show Smith was
booked Saturday morning
and held on $1,000 bond.
Jail records did not show
whether Smith was represented by an attorney.
A Miami-Dade County
Corrections spokeswoman
said Smith was arrested by
Miami Beach police. A police
spokesman said he had no
information immediately
available about the arrest . .
Smith was drafted as the
seventh overall draft pick in
2011. During his first season,
he had 14 sacks, a franchise
record for a rookie linebacker. He also ranked first
in the NFL in sacks among
rookies.

Pats WR Ochocinco,
Head Down, Heads
To Super BowJ
FOXBOROUGH,. Mass. Chad Ochocinco is going _
to the Super Bowl again,
and this time he will be in
uniform, answering questions, instead of causing a
commotion by asking them.
He might even get on the
field.
·
The Patriots receiver is
returning to the NFL's title
game, changed but not
chastened since his time as
CHAD OCHOCINCO .
a spotlight-seeking superstar who crashed the big
"It's been a learning expeparty two years running as
rience; that's what this has
the lead correspondent for
been. This had been one of
the "Ochocinco News
the most humbling experiNetwork." After a decade of
ences I've ever been in," he
losing in Cincinnati - and
said Thursday as he prehaving too much fun doing
pared for the Feb. s game
it - Ochocinco swallowed
against the New York
his considerable ego to fit in
Giants.
better in New England, a
"This is on~ of the first
franchise that likes its playtimes I've been about doing
ers boring.
exactly what everyone told
The payoff: a trip to the
me to do. It wasn't about
Super Bowl for a player who
the numbers. It wasn't
had never won a postseason
· about money. It wasn't
game.
.about me."

Ravens Hire Jim Caldwell
As onensive Coordinator
Former Indianapolis
Colts head coach Jim
Caldwell plans to join the
offensive coaching staff-of the
Baltimore Ravens, a league
source said.
The Ravens announced.
last week that Cam
Cameron would return as
offensive coordinator, but
they still need a quarterbacks
coach for Joe Fiacco.
Caldwell now appears to be
the choice.
Caldwell had visited
Pittsburgh this past weekend.
The Steelers are looking to
replace Bruce Arians, who
retired as offensive coordinator in Pittsburghbefore taking the same position with
the Colts.

JIM CALDWELL

Caldwell was fired after a
2-14 season in Indianapolis
during which the team was
without quarterback Peyton
Manning, who missed the
entire year while recovering
from neck surgery.

NFl Super Bowl XLVI

Sunday,Feb.s
Giants vs. Patriots - 6:30 PM NBC

transformed himself into a
churchgoing mentor to
other prisoners at Rikers
· Island - earning him the
nickname "The Moses of
Rikers."
Christopher Hughes,
who was incarcerated at
Rikers for 100 days with the
former New Jersey Net, tells
us the bailer is beloved by
JAYSON WILLIAMS
all behind bars with him,
J ~iled bask~tball star, · from crackheads to ganghangers.
Jayson Williams has

Hopkins, Dawson Set
For :APril Rematch

KENYON MARTIN

Kenyon Martin to the
Clippers?
Chauncey ·
·Billups would like to see
that happen . In fact, the
Clippers' veteran guard said
Saturday that he has
reached
out to the free.
.
agent forward, a former
teammate of his in Denver,
about signing with the
Clippers. ·
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BERNARD HOPKINS vs. CHAD DAWSON

Bernard Hopkins, the
rematch of a fight last
oldest champion in boxing
October in Los Angeles that
ended in round two when
history, is set to make a hisDawson lifted Hopkins
toric title defense at age 4 7
in a re_!llatch against f~llow
by the leg and slammed him
·
into the canvas.
-· American Chi'd Dawson
on Apr{! 28 at Atlantic City. ·
Hopkins ~uffere.d a dis· . -Hopkins will defend . located joint connecting his
·hiS:·World Boxing Council ; left shoulder and collarbone
light-heavyweight crown
and has yet .to resume full
training.
·
aga!nst Dawson in a

·taken·
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In Arenas

If you're interested in being in the Beauty Unlimited or
Spotlight, please send your information and photo, including a contact number to: lcrews@flselitjnel.com.

February 9-20, 2012
.
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Country Gold Tour
February -15
S1o.oo Admission
Featuring LeRoy van Oyl<e, Lynn Anderson.

· Gene watson, Janie Frlcl<fe, T.G. Sheppard

Does not Include Fair Admission
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We know you've seen this lovely lady
before, and after all the phone calls .and . i
r. letters we've received, we had to feature c;;
Bella Nykole again as our Beauty 1 ffi
Unlimited feature. Bella Nykole is an
inspiring young woman who loves pos- ~
ing for the camera arid just generally ~
having fun with. her friends. She also has ~
a goal of becoming a very successful
woman, and providing opportunities for c
others to follow. The man in. Bella . ~
Nykole's life must be willing to step up ~
and make a difference. He also must be
strong and enduring, while still holding
on to the values that make him honest.
Congratulations' to Bella Nykole as. this
week's Beauty Unlimited feature.

GILBERT ARENAS

The Los Angeles Lakers
have expressed interest in
Gilbert Arenas, according
to sources close to the situation.
The 30-year-old is an
unrestricted free agent after
being amnestied by the
Orlando Magic last month.
No signing is imminent,
but the Lakers have reached
out to the veteran point
guard. League sources say
that Arenas would love to
join the Lakers. He grew up
in Los Angeles and is interested in playing for his
hometown team.

National
Tampa, 33607.
Friends are ask ed to assemble
at the church at appr oximately
11:45 a. m. , Wednesday for the
service.
In lieu of flowers, donations
may be made to (In the Naille of
Raleigh H. Allen, III): The
Melech Hospice House of Temple Terrace, 12973 Telecom
Parkway, · Suite 100, Tampa,
33637· Credit Card donations
can be made online: http: 1/chaptershealth.org/Donations Select ·
LifePath.
·
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilson-funeralhome .com

MRS. SUSIE BERRY
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REVEREND RALEIGH
H . ALLEN, III

Mrs. Susie Berry, 101, of
Taillpa, passed away Thursday,
Celebration of Life service for
January 26, 2012.
R everend Raleigh H. Allen, III,
Graveside services. will be
who passed away Thursday, Janconducted Tuesday, January 31,
uary 2~ , 2012, will be held
2012, at 2 p. m. at Rest Haven
Wednesday,February1,2012,at
Memorial Park, 4615 - East
12 noon at Greater Mount Ziort
Hanna Avenue, 'with Rev.
A.M. E. Church, 1045 16th Street
Michael K. Bouie, Pastor.. of · South, St. Petersburg, FL,
Allen Temple1A. M. E. Church,
33712; Bishop McKinley Young,
officiating. Interment will folPresiding Prelate; Reverend
low.
Jimmy Thompson, Presiding
Born in Chester, South CarElder; imd Reverend Clarence
olina to her parents, Gus and
Williams, Pastor. Interment will
Lillie Gill, Mrs. Berry was a resfollow in Royal Palm South
ident of Tampa for moSt of her
Cemetery, St. Petersburg, FL.
life.
Reverend Raleigh H. Allen,
Susie was involved in several
III; the son of the late Dr.
lodges. ,She was also .a member
Raleigh H. Allen; Jr. of
of Allen Temple A. _ M. ~.
Tuskegee, Alabama, and Mary
Church.
Francis· Allen of Tampa, was
She was a loving woman who · born in Aurora, illinois, on Auhad many friends who she algust 11, 1951.
ways eujoyed seeing. ·Her
He relocated to Tampa with
frieuds will. remember her by
his family as a youth and remany names, all with love: "Lit- · ceived his education at local
tie Doll_," Su~Su and · Susie Q.
Hillsborough County schools.
We will miss her dearly.
He attended the University of
She leaves to cherish her
South Florida and received a
memory: her sister, Daisy
Bachelor of Divinity from Faith
Massey of Union, Nj; -nieces
Grant College. He W;tS in the
and nephew, Lucille Orr Rut- . process of completing his MasL. D. Hoyle, Joslyn Qoyle
ter's of Theology at Trinity Uni~rigman, Essie Hoyle Mitchell,
versity.
a:ild special niece, Brightie
Raleigh served in the United
Hoyle, who helped extend Miss
States Navy and was in the Viet
Susie's life beyond · expectaNamWar.
tions; many great nieces and
Raleigh met Juneartta (June)
nephews; and special supportBannister in 1971 and the two
ing friends, the nurses and staff
were married in 1978. From this
at Rehabilitation and Healthunion were two children,
care Center of Tampa. ·
Raleigh, IV and Martina.
' The remains will repose
Raleigh was employed at St•.
from 4 -TP· m., Monday, JanuPetersburg College for over
ary 30, 2012, at Ray Williaills
twenty-two years. In his current
Funeral Home, 301 N. Howard
role he served as Information
Avenue.
'
I
Technology Supervisor.
In lieu ~f flowers , please
Raleigh accepted the Lord
send donations to LifePath
Jesus as his personal Savior at
Hospice; South Tampa Gold
an early age and was called to
Team.
the Ministry in 1995. He served
Arrangements entrusted to
as Pastor to Mt. Olive A. M. E.
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
Church, Rubonia; First Mt.
HOME, Rhodes · & No~ern,
CarmelA. M. E. Church, Tampa;
Owners. www.raywilliamsfuand Mt. Olive (Bealsville Comneralhome.coni.
munity), Plant City.
Raleigh kept his personal unshakable relationship with the
Lord until he was called to his
Heavenly home ..
He leaves .to cherish !Demories of him: a loving wife, Juneartta Allen; devoted children,
Raleigh H. Allen, IV (Tia) and
Martina S. Allen; grandchildren,
Raleigh H. Allen, V and McKenzie M. Allen; mother, Mary Francis Wj.lson Allen; sisters, Sandra
. Kelley
(Prince),
Hollianne
Wright and Renee Allen; nieces
and nephews·, Prinsan. Kelley,
Adrienne Bell (Ronald) , Terrence Nelson, Cheri FaisonMoore,
Francene • Faison,
Patrick Bannister; Amesha
Holsey (Anthony), Jamar Bannister,
Sedarain Kendrick,
Amber .Bannister-Akins, David
Jones and ·Minnie Allen;
mother-in-law, Mae Banni~ter;
sisters~in-law, Dawn C. Bannis-'
ter and Verena Kendrick;
brother-in-law, Ferdinand B.
Bannister (Ellie); and a host of
grand nieces, grand nephews,
cousins and countless other relatives and friends.
. There will be a wake from 5·7 p. m., Tuesday, January 31,
2012, at· Mt. Olive A. M. E.
Church, 1902 w. 'LaSalle Street,
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BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

MAXINE CHISHOLM
February·1, 1944
Happy birthday. True love
never fades. You· are gone, but
never forgotten.
·
1?te Chisholm family.

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

~~$;;

TELLECIASEUUURON
JOHNSON
1/31/76- 11/24/CJ9
Happy 36th birthday.
From:
mom)
Sharon;
daughters, Laronda and Arrajah; sister, Shan and kids; and
brother, Amin and kids.
Forever young.
·

"Our Business Is Service"

3000 N. 29th • Tampa, FL 33605
(800) 805-3350 • (813) 248-6125
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Pres. Obama Meets With
George H.W. And Jeb Bush
WASHINGTON - President Obama met-with former
president George H.W. Bush
and former Florida governor
Jeb Bush in the Oval Office on
Friday, joining in a bipartisan

gathering in an election year.
The White House said the
three men enjoyed a personal
visit in the Oval Office as they
have in the past when the former
. president is visiting Washington.
·

Pres. Obama Decries Rising
Cost 01 College Education ·
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - President Barack Obama called
Friday for an · overhaul of the
higher education financial aid
system, warning that colleges
and universities that fail to control spiraling tuition costs could
lose federal funds ..
The election year proposal
was also a political appeal to
young people and working fami- ·
lies, two important voting blocs
for Pres. Obama. But the initiative faces long odds in Congress, which must approve
nearly all aspects of the president's plan:
Speaking to students at the
University of Michigan, Pres.
Obama said the nation's economic future 'woUld l;lepeD:d in ·
large pint on making sure every
American can afford a wo'rld-

President Barack . Obama
speaks · at the University of
Michigan's AI Glick Field
House in Ann Arbor, Mich.

class education.
"We are putting colleges on
notice," Pres. Obama said.
"You can't assume that you'll jUSt
jack up tuition every single year;
If you can't stop tuition from
going up, then the funding _ymi
get from taxpayers each year will
go down."

Obama Administration To Extend .·
And Expand Foreclosure Prograln ·,
WASHINGTON
- The
Obama administration said Friday that will expand its signature
foreclosure-prevention program
to try to help those With heavy
debt loads avoid losing their
homes.
The Home Affordable Modification Program will also be extended through 2013.
The government will triple the
financial incentives for private .
lenders to reduce the principal
amount of mortgages for homeowners at risk . of losing their
homes. And for the first time, the

government will offer incentiv~:~
for principal reductions to gov~"""
ernment-controlled mortgage giants .Fannie Mae. ,a nd f~~4~~~~
Mac. ··
The three-year old program
has strived to help those at risk .
. of foreclosure lower. tlj~jr"':?monthly payments. But it . has
failed to help more than halfof
those who have applied lower
their payments on a permanent
basis. Many have complained
that the program is a bureaucratic nightmare.
.

Cops: Fla. Man Arrested For
Gruesome Conn. Slaving
A Florida man has been arrested for allegedly hacking to
death a Connecticut mim and
eating-the victim's eye and part
of his brain, police said Wednesday.
Tyree Lincoln Smith, 35,
was arrested Tuesday night on a
Connecticut warrant for murder,
according to police in Lynn
Haven, Fla.
A property inspector discovered the body of Angel L. Gonzalez on Friday on the third
floor of an abandoned home in
Bridgeport, .Conn., according to
that city's police department. A
medical examiner determined
that the cause of death was blunt
head trauma and ruled Gonzalez's death a homicide.
On Monday a cousin of
Smith's in Connecticut contacted the Bridgeport police
about Gonzalez's death. She
told detectives that Smith had
arrived at her house Dec. 15 and
said he wanted to "get blood on
his hands" before going to a park
and then to the abandoned
home, where he used to live, ac-

TYREE LINCOLN SMITH

cording to an arrest warrant affidavit.
The next day, Smith returned
to the cousin's house with blood
on his pants, hands and an axe,
the affidavit said. Smith's
cousin said he told her that he
was sleeping on a porch at the ·
abandoned home when we was
awakened by a Hispanic man
and invited ip.side. Then Smith
described beating the man's face
and head with the axe and collecting one of his eyes, a piece of
his skull some of his brain matter, which he consumed in a
nearby cemetery, the affidavit
said.
.
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Drug Deal Gone Bad
lands Teen In Jail
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The Hillsborough County
Sheriffs Office reports that
on January 2oth at 2 p.m.,
their office received a 9-1-1
Call of a shooting in the area .
of 1412 Mohrlake Drive iri
Brandon.
Deputies arrived and found
Daniel Drake, 21, bleeding
from the head and mouth. He
was transported to a local ·
hospital and it was discovered he·had been shot in the
head. The bullet was removed
during surgery, and Drake
was listed in critical condition.
During :the investigation,
deputies interviewed several
witnesses, and reported that
Gerald Jones, 17, and
Drake were involved in an
alleged drug transaction
while inside Drake's vehicle.
During that time, Drake and .
Jones reportedly got into a
physical altercation and
Jones allegedly threatened to
kill Drake.
·Deputies said Drake and

c'

GERALD JONES

Jones continued to fight,
and following the fight,
Jones took marijuana from
Drake's vehicle and tried to
run away. Drake reportedly
followed Jones and another
altercation began. This time,
deputies said Jones fired
several shots at Drake, striking him onc_e in the head.
Jones was positively identified by witnesses, and was
arrested January 27th on a
charge of attempted murder
with a firearm.

Zl-----------------------------~------------<(

·Shots Fired Outside
Pon Tampa lounge
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Tampa Police reported that
at 1:39 a.m. Sunday morn> ing, shots were fired outside
W of a Port Tampa Lounge.
Officers responded to
l: Tillieys Bar, 4325 Ingraham
!:!! Street, on a report of a large
~ fight.
::::» -. When officers arrived at
a.- the lounge, 'two officers
~ approached the crowd, and
tij observed a Black male stand:::1 .ing in the crowd holding a
::::» ·firearm.
m . ; The officers' -followed the
uj. ·man· and reported they saw
z him drop the firearm on the
i= ground. Whe·Ii an officer

w
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picked up the gun, the man
started running away. .
An officer chased the man
between parked vehicle, and
reported as he approached
the man, 4 to 6 shots were
fired in the air. The officer
took cover and reported seeing a Black Chrysler or
Dodge leaving the area.
Police said while this was
occurring, the crowd of 40 to
50 people never dispersed,
and several members of t he
crowd became veroally hos-.
tile towards the officers and
each other.
:,
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last3 Skinheads Sentenced For
_Murder 01 Two .Homeless Men

On Thursday, a federal
judge sentenced the rem'aining three defendants to
prison terms for killing two
homeless men. The fatal beatings took place September 13,
1998, in two separate inci. dents.
Last Thursday, U.S. District
Judge
Elizabeth
Kovachevich sentenced
Kenneth Hoover, 38,
Charles Marovskis, 33,
and Cory Hulse, 38. All
entered guilty pleas. Hoover
received 12112 years because
he cooperated during the
investigation. Hulse and
Marovskis received 20 years
each for their roles in the
murders.
Judge Kovachevich sentenced their co-defendant,
James Robertson, 32, to
life in :t;)ecember 2011. A jury
convicted him of two counts
of murder in aid of racketeer-:
ing on October 18, 2011.
According to testimony,
Robertson was a member of
a Skinheads hate group
known as "Tampa Blood And
Honour." The organization
believes that white people of
Aryan descent are the superior race. It allegedly also considers homeless peotple,
regardless of race, to· be inferior.
· Polict! said Robertson,
and the other three co-defendants participated in what
they referred ta as .".hn-ill
rolling," an act of targeting
and committing acts ·of violence against homeless people.
The men encountered

MURDER VICTIMS

... Murdered
September 1998

20 years

... Murdered
1998

in prison

Alfred Williams, 61·, in
downtown Tampa, under the
. Crosstown Expressway. The
defendants
attacked
Williams and beat him to
death with several objects,
including a tire iron.
Later in the evening, the
Hillsborough County Sheriffs
Office deputies responded to
a call of a body found in a
vacant lot near Interstate 275·
and E. Fletcher Avenue.
Police identified the Victim
as 44-year-old Rich-.rd

Arseneau. Arseneau died
of blunt force trauma to the _
head after he was beaten with
a hatchet.
Court documents said a
third homeless man was also
attacked at interstate 27'5 at i
Bird Street, near the .
Hillsborough River. He was '
beaten over the head witli i
what is believed to be a 'cm<l~~
block, and sustained severe ,
lacerations, However, he was
able to escape. by jumping ·
into the river.

J.u·rv Find.s·Man.:.au·iltv
01 Sening Wile Alire
After deliberating for nearly six hours a Tampa man
was found guilty of attempted murder of his estranged
wife. He could face life in
prison waen sentenced on
March 2n .
Both Christopher
Hanney, 46, and his
estranged wife, Ms. Audrey
Mabrey, 28, .testified during the trial. The 6-member
panel believed that Hanney
had attempted to kill his
wife.
Ms. Mabrey said the couple was in the process of a
divorce. When she arrived at
their Apollo Beach home,
Hanney forced her into the
garage. She stated he
attempted to ·rape and, struck
her with a hammer before
throwing the gasoline on
her. She said he threw a lit
candle .a t her and set her
afire. She ran to a neighbor's
who extinguished the fire.
She suffered burns over

CHRISTOPHER HANNEY
... Found guilty of attempted
first-degree murder and
first-degree arson

more than So% of her body.
She was hospitalized for
three months.
· - Iia:nney testified .
Wednesday in his own
defense. He said his former
wife and an armed man,
wearing a devil's mask came
to the home and the man
· held hiin at gunpoint.
Hanney also said his wife

·:·

.'

was armed with the knife.
He also said the couple
forced him into the garage.
· Hanney said he attempted to hit the man with the
hammer and hit his wife.
· According to Hanney,
Ms. Mabrey threatened
him with the gasoline and lit
candle. He said that after he
was tied up, he tried kicking
the man and kicked her
instead, causing the gasoline
to spill and ignite Ms.
Mabrey.
He also said the masked
man disappeared, and he
attempted to smother the ·
flames with a blankeL
Hanney also received burns
that resulted in his spending
a day in the hospital before ·
his arrest on November 18,
2009.
Hills,borough Circuit
Judge Emmett Battles
ordered that Hanney
remain in jail until his sentencing.
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LEGAL NOTICES
Notice Under Fictitious
Name Law Pursuant
To Section 865.09
.f'Fiorida Statutes

Notice of Public Hearing

NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN that the undersigned,
desiring to engage in business
under the
fictitious
name of Free Spirit Traveling
located at P.O. Box 6253, in the
County of Hillsborough, in the
City of - Brandon, Florida
~ intends to register the
said name with the Division of
Corporations of the Florida
Department
of
State,
Tallahassee, Florida.
Dated at Tampa. Florida, this
25th day of
January. 2012.
Sole Owner(s)
Sylvia Prather

···· INVITATION TO BID

',.} ! :.:-·~~.:. .... :··~~"\,;, ' ·I~ .

:..·

.

~

..

Competitive sealed bids
be received by the
' l
.
.
So,umyvest , Florida
Water
Management
District,
8r6oksville,
Florida,
and
·p ubliCly _opened.- on· Fe~ruary
1·5, '2b12 at 2:oo jmi. for:
'~(ill

RFB 1202- Monitor Well
·c onstruction Up To
1;800 Feet.
•_· The Requestfor Bid maybe
obtained ·
through ·
the
District's. _· Internet · website
at http:Jtwww.wal!lrmatters.orgtprocurement
under ."View our solicitations on
DemaridStar" · or "Alternate
our
Current
View
_of
Solicitations."
· Southwest Florida Water
Management
District,
Procurement, 2379 Broad
Street,
Brooksville,
Florida 34604-6899;
procurement @watermatters.org;
352-796-7211, ext. 4133; o·r in
Florida: 1-800-423-1476, TDD
ONLY 1-800-231-6103.
.
The · District reserves the
right to reject · any or all
bids/proposals received with or
without cause.

II

,,•_

N
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A public hearing will be held by the Zoning Hearing Master, pursuant to Hillsborough County Ordinance 92-05, beginning at 6:00 p.m.,
February 20, 2012, at the Board Room, 2nd floor of the County Center, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, to hear the following requests.
Copies of the applications, department reports and legal descriptions are available ·for public inspection in a master file maintained
by the Development Services Department and the Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners. All interested persons wishing to
submit testimony or other evidence in this matter must submit same to the Zoning Hearing Master at the public hearing before him/her. The
recommendation and/or Final Decision of the Zoning Hearing Master will be filed with the Clerk within fifteen (15) working days after the
conclusion of the public hearing.
The review of the Zoning Hearing Master's recommendation by the Board of County Commissioners of Hillsborough County shall be
restricted to the record as defined in Hillsborough County Ordinance 92-05, unless additional evidence and/or oral .argument is. permitted
pursuant to the terms of the ordinance.
·
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY DECISION OR RECOMMENDATION MADE. BY THE- ZONIN~ HEARING
MASTER · OR THE GOVERNING BODY REGARDING ANY MATTER CQNSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBLIC HEARING OR
MEETING IS HEREBY ADVISEDTHATTHEYWILL NEED A RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND FOR .SUCH PURPOSE·, THEY MAY
NEED .TO ENSURE THAT A VERBATiM . RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE A$_ IT WILL INCLUDE THI;-TESTIMONY A~D
EVIDENCE UPON WHICH SUCH APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
Additional information concerning these requests -may be ob~ained by calling the Development Services Department at (813) 276-2006
or 272-5920.
SPECIAL USE REqUESTS
Petition SU 11-0676-CW (CT), filed on 07113/2011 by Metro PCS, represented by RG Partners, Inc., of 1235 Yardley Dr., Wesley' Chapel, FL
33544, ph 813-434-7489, requesting a special use permit for Communication Tower. The property is :49 ac ± (outside city limits) and is
presently zoned CN. It is located in all or parts of Section 14 Township 28 Range 18 or 2323 W. Linebaugh Ave.
Petition SU 12-0213-BLD (AB), filed on 12/28/2011 by Twisted Cigar Com LLC, represent~d by Dixie Liberty, of 5719 Tanage~lake Rd., Lithia,
FL 33547, ph 813-817-8585, requesting a distance separation waiver for an Alcoholic -Beyef.age Permit 2-COP (Beer and. ~ihe for . sale and
consumption on and off the licensed premises). The property is 2,585 sq. ft.± and is presenJiy zoned PD. It is located in all or p~~s qf Section
07 Town~hip 30 Range 21 or 3642 & 3644 _Lithia-Pinecrest Rd.
~- -: · :
-·~
Petition SU 12-0216-CW (AB), filed on 12/29/2011 by Circles Bistro, represented by MichaeiD. Horner, of 14502 N. Dale Mallry"HiNy. # 200,
Tampa, FL 33618, ph 813-962-2395, sr~esting a distance separation waiver for an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 4-COP-RX (Beer, wine
and liquor for sale and consumption on the licensed premises only in connection with a restaurant). The property is 2,610~04 sq. ft. and is
presently zoned PD. It ·is located in all or parts of Section 09 Township 28 Range 18 or 13002 N. Dale Mabry Hwy.
- · •· ' ', · '
. . . · · · • REZONING REQUESTS
' _;·
. ' ' .Petition RZ 12-0161-RV, filed on 12/08/2011 by Baltazar & Beatriz Saenz, of 5439 Bishop Rd, Wimauma, FL 33598; ph 813-262-8156,
requesting a zone change from PD to AR. The property is 4.96 ac ± and' is located in all or parts of Section 20 Township 31'
20 or
of Balm Rd. (C. A. 672), % mi E/0 US ·HwY1301.
· · ' ·· · · '
Petition RZ 12-0167-USF, filed on 12/13/2011 by YPC Properties Inc, represented by Alex Chong, of P. 0. Box 7153, Taf1lp;:t,, FL 33673,
ph 813-299-5394, requesting a zone change from RMC-20 to CG, The property is 1:04 ac ± and is located in all or parts qt"Section 07
Township 28 Range 19 or SEcor of N. 19th St. & E. Fletcher Ave. .
· ·_ ·- ,,, _·
.• ·.. --.- · : Petition RZ 12_-Q175-GB; filed on 12/15/2011 by Michael O'Connor, of 11901 ~ Ba:y Rd. :~ibsonton, FL 33534-5627, J?/;1~ ~,~1 ~01-8308,
requesting a zone change from AR to AR (RSB). The property is 4.96 ac ± a'rid is located in all or parts of Section 36 Tovm~.hip. 30 Range
·· · ·
19 or W/S of East Bay Rd., % mi N/0 Bliss Rd.
Petition RZ 12.0179-TH, filed on 12/16/2011 by Majio Alhammad, represented ' by Oiane Triggiani, of 12618 Thoriot<;>sassa Rd.,
Thonotosassa, FL 33592, ph -813-670-6538, requesting a zone change from AR to AS-1'. The property is 5.09 ac· ±and is locate,d in all or
--~ parts of Section 18 Township 28 Range 21 or W/S of Mcintosh Rd., 700' N/0 Thonotosassa -Rd .
.,, -Petition RZ 12.0211-RV, filed on 12/28/2011 by Native Engineering, PLLC, of P. 0. Box 2995, Land O'Lakes, FL 34639, ph 813-4;12-3210,
requesting a zone change from RSC-2 to CG. The property is 1.51 ac ± and is located in all or parts of Section 22 Township 30 Range 20
or E/S of McMullen Loop Rd., 300' N/0 Boyette Rd.
Petition RZ 12.0212-TH, filed on 12/28/2011 by Mak Homes Inc., represented by Edwin llcken, of 18141 Long Water Run o'r., Tampa, FL
33647, ph 813-495-4007, requesting a zone change from AR to ASC-1. The property is 4.75 ac ±and is located in all or parts of Section
21 Township 28 Range 20 or 450' S/0 Bloomfield Hills Dr., 250' W/0 Bloomfield Ridge.
Petitioti _RZ 12-Q227-CW, filed on 01/06/2012 by Standard Pacific of Florida, represented by Clayton Bricklemyer, of 500 E. Kennedy Blvd#
200, Tampa FL 33602, ph 813-223-3888, requesting a zone change from ASC-1 to RSC-.9. The property is 39.06 ac ± and ,is lbcated in all
or parts of Section 34 Township 27 Range 18 or SIS of Bearss Ave., 500' SW of Lake Magdalene Blvd.
MAJOR MODIFICATION REQUESTS
Petition MM 12-Q128 RU, filed on 11/2312011 by Thomas J. Schreiber, represented by MichaeiBrooks of 4830 W. Kennedy Blvd .. # 475,
Tampa, FL 33609, 813-443-5345, requesting a major modification amend uses and conditions. The property is 25.67 ac ±and is presently
zoned PD (07 -1 :342). It is located in all or parts of Section 06 Township 32 Range 19 or SIS of 19th Ave. NW, 400' W/0 1st Sf. NW. ·
Petition MM 12-Q177-CW, filed on 12/15/2011 by MVP PDQ Propco LLC, represented by Alex H. Dunser, Esq. of 3239 Hen~erson Blvd.
2nd Fl, Tampa, FL 33609, ph 813-876-3200, requesting a major modification to allow restaurant drive up window as a perrriitted'ose. The
property is 1.26 ac ±and is presently zoned PD (77-0099). It is located in all or parts of Section 09 Township 28 Range 18 or·sw·c.o r of Stall
.
.
. .
. .. .
Rd. & N. Dale Mabry Hwy.
Petition MM 12-Q191-NWH, filed on 12/21/2011 by Vincent Marchetti, represented by H~ Duane Milford, of 7815 N Dale Mabr}/Hwy # 200,
·Tampa, FL 33614, ph 813-931-8900, requesting a major modification to. increase the number of approved lots. The property is 80.23 ac :t
and is presently zoned PD (07-0428). It is located in all or parts of Section 03 Township 28 Range 17 or SIS of S Mobley Rd:,':5(i E/0 Lake
Maurine Dr.
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Notice of Public Hearing

New Salon

A public hearing will be held .by the Land Use Hearing Officer,
pursuant to Hillsborough County Land Development Code,
beginning at 1:30 P.M., on February 20, 2012; at the Board
of County Commissioners Board Room, 2nd Floor of the
County Center, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, to hear the
following requests:
Copies of the applications, department reports and legal
descriptions are available for public inspection in a master file
maintained by the Development Services Departme'n i and the
Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners. All interested
persons wishing· to submit testimony or othet evide~~e ·in ·this
matter must submit the same to the Hearing Master at the public
hearing before him/her. The decis.ion of the Land Use Hearing
Officer will be filed with the Clerk within fifteen (15) working days
after the conclusion of the public hearing.
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY
DECISION OR RECOMMENDATION MADE BY THE LAND USE
HEARING OFFICER OR THE GOVERNING BODY REGARDING
ANY MATTER CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBLIC
HEARING OR MEETING IS HEREBY ADVISEDTHATTHEYWILL
NEED A RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND FOR SUCH
PURPOSE, THEY MAY NEED TO ENSURE THAT A VERBATIM
RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE AS IT WILL
INCLUDE THE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH
$UCH APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
Additional information concerning these requests may be
obtained by calling the Development Services Department
at (813) 276-2006.
·

On Waters Avenue

VARIANCE REQUESTS
Petition VAR 12-0171 TH, Casey & Antionette Davis requesting a
Variance to allow an accessory dwelling for property located at E/S
of Tom Folsom Rd., 300' N/0 Theresa Dr., zoned AR.
Petition VAR 12-0187 ER, Monica A. & Chad A. Allman requesting
a Varian~e to maximum fence height in front yard for property
located 4610 Delaney Reserve Ct., zoned PD.
Petition VAR 12-0204 NWH, BAR 7202, Inc. requesting a Variance
to buffer and parking spaces for property located at 7200 Sheldon
Rd., zoried CG .(R).
Petition VAR . 12-0205 BR, Life Builders Counseling, Inc.
reques~ing a Variance to setbacks and buffer for property located at
306 Sadie St., zoned RSC-6.
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4 Bedroom/2 Bath

No Deposits!

House

FREE Rent

Hair Weavers And Braiders

Fenced Lot

Booth Rental Special

Off Street Parking

And Commission

Section 8 Only

TMLEASES.Com
813-221-4457

Call (813) 417-1238

East Tampa

Space Is Limited
(813) 334-8994
2307 North 54th Street
Circle Me
New Company
Looking For
Administrative Assistant ·
Customer Service
And 18 -25
Customer Service
Representatives

Sulphur Springs Area
5 Bedroom/1 Bath

USF Area
13050 North 20th Street

House

Spacious 2 Story

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

2 Bedroom Townhome,

Apartment
Section 8 OK
Contact Marcus
(813) 325-2623

Free Water
Free Washer/Dryer

I HOMES FOR RENT I
Homes
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
5 Bedrooms/2 Baths

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
$600.00/Monthly
Swimming Pool Access
Laundry Facility
Water And Sewer Included
(813) 390-4169.

22nd Street/Siigh

$500.00/Deposit
Section 8 OK

Section 8 Accepted
(813) 267-4488
813-386-8049
GREAT HOUSES!
4/2- Newer -.$995.00

3/1 - New Carpet - $775.00

$950.00/Monthly

Others Available!
Section 8 OK!

$700.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
.(813) 453-5690

4/2 Central AIC

Section 8 Welcome

·Washer Dryer Hook-Up.

4 Bedroom/2 Bath
Fenced, CHA
New Carpet
Ceramic Tile, Petless
Section 8
${20o.oo Monthly
$800.00/Deposit
813-949-3482
Tampa Heights
411 East Hugh Street

Pool Home In
Gated Community
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths ,
2 Car garage, 1,876 SF

3/1- CHA

Fenced Yard

Large Fenced Yard

Split Plan, Sun Room

Family Room

Close To Shopping

. Eat-In Kitchen

And Schools

Cable Ready

$1 ,550/Monthly

$895.00 Plus Deposit

Plus Deposit

(813) 879-5959

Call (813) 967-7808

www.JimRel:lts;c9m
(813) 610-718~
<

1701 Julian Lane Drive

6 Bedrooms/2 Bath

Bert (813) 969-3970

4/2,- Nice Tile- $895:00

VIJDH, CHA, Garage

Clair Mel

Brandon

I HOMES FOR RENT I

$795.00/Monthli :

$850.00/Monthly

CHA, WDH

(813) 230-1536

Section 8 Ok
Condo - Pond View
Near Hillsborough .
And Busch

No Pets, Fenced Xard

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Block Home

Call 813-220-3633

Great Location

Central Air/Heat

Large 3 Bedroom/1 Bath .

Only $685.00

Free Rent

3 Bedroom Home .

Tampa Heights

4 Bedroom/2 Bath
CHA, Large Laundry Room
Large Front Porch
Fenced Yard
$895.00/Monthly
$800. 00/Depo?it

With Lease 1 Month

3 BedrOOIJ)/1 Bath · ..
Concrete Block

Call (727) 546-1180

.-......
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Move In Specials!

Hiring Licensed Stylists·

All Are~~-· . --·

c

3001 North 16th Street

II .APTS. FOR RENT- II

~efrigerator; . Range

55+ Community

Tile Floors, Fenced Yard

1 Bedroom Apartmen~s

Rent: $ 1250.00

$100.00/Deposit

·Deposit:$ 500.00

Starting At $375.00

..

Section
8 Welcome
...
···-'

:Marold-. fl13-293~2677

TradeMark Group
(813) 221-4457,

..

~

c:

~~~~~~~~A~rn~.F~OR~RE~NT~~~~~~~~~~~ou~PL~~E~S~~~~~~~~~~
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Quiet 1 And 2 Bedrooms

1504 99th Apartment #B

Valentine's Move-In Special
Move In Today For $99.00

32 Unit Property
1 Bedroom/1 Bath

Starting @ $445.00

Furnished

Water Included

Receive Y2 Off

$585.00/Monthly

Ask About Our
Move-In Special
(813) 965-7246

Ideal For Fixed Income

Plus Deposit

Section 8 Welcome

3820 N 54th Street

Utilities Included

Se Habla Espaiiol

$600.00

Apartments
399.00 Move In Special

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Ybor City

Central Heat And Air

3 Bedroom Upstairs

Section 8 Welcome

II

DUPL~ES

Apartment
$575.00/Monthly

Call {813) 849-3265

Tampa Heights

$600.00/Deposit
Includes WSG

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

3606 Y2 North 15th Street

Duplex

1 And 2 Bedroom

402 E. Amelia Avenue
415 E. Forest Street
Very Clean, Security Bars

1511 East Giddens

$550.00 - $650.00
Plus Deposit

Nice Studio Apartment
Males Preferred

(813) 391-7046
North Tampa And
Temple Terrace Area
Angle's Apartments

a. 3 Bedroom

Apartments

II

$530.00 - Monthly

Rooms For Rent

2 Bedroom Duplex
Water included

Full Kitchen t Furnished

$585.00 a month

$80.00-$100.00

10410 Davis Rd.

Weekly + Deposit

813-988-9111

Call (813) 476-8748 .

Northeast Tampa

Rooms For Rent

$600.00/M6nthly
Includes Water

Carport, Utility Room

$1 00.00/Weekly

WDH, Stove, Refrigerator

$75.00/Deposit

And A/C Unit Furnished

Central Heat And Air

Call (813) n8-1332

Available February 1st

Carpet, Free Cable

No Credit Check

Call (850) 984-5575

Call (813) 361-6227

Section 8 Only
0 Deposit
$1 00.00 Move-In Special

YbOr Heights

Deposit Required .

.Spacious

Must Have

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Verifiable Income

WDH, Water Included

Section 8 OK

$675.00/Monthly

WDH - 0 Deposit
No Application Fee
Section 8 Welcome
813-915-9787
Busch Gardens
& USF Areas
Bad Credit Is OK!
No Problem!!
Free Application

Plus Security Deposit

3, & 4 Bedroom

Section 8 Welcome

CHA, WDH

(813) 857-7656

Large Backyard
Nice A.rea

Central Tampa .
8407 North 1Oth Street
Apt#B
3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Call (813) 789-3879
Mov~ln

Special
Tampa Heights
New 4-Piex

CHA, WDH
$750.00/Rent

2 Or 3 Bedroom/1 Bath

$500.00/Deposit

Central Heat & Air

Section 8 OK

Extremely Nice
Section 8 Accepted

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Tile Floors

(813) 546-4287
Call (813) 4n-n34

Central Air, Ceiling Fans
$499.00/Monthly

Ybor

NO DEPOSIT!

Hidden Treasure

Water & Trash Included!!!

Cozy - 2 Bedroom/1 Bath

813-244-4551

Duplex
Central A/C
$650.00/Monthly
$1 00.00/Deposit
Section

8 Welcom!')

Call (813) 300-0243

GET NOTICED...

Place Your Ad In The
Business Directory
.
Contact LaVora @(813) 248·
Fax To: (813) 248·9218 ·
Or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com

.5619 East Chelsea

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Includes Lights/Water

(813) 900-5559

West Tampa

Newly Remodeled

WDH, CHA
Call (813) 506-3973

......

N

Security System

Temple Terrace Area
Coming Soon

$800.00/Monthly

N
0

Call (813) 789-3574

Call(813)340-3085

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Furnished, Clean, Private

w
......

Call (813) 6104518

Call (813).971-5254

1, 2

2/1 , A/C And Many Extras

Utilities, A/C, WID

Cinnamon Cove

Burglar Bars, Very Clean

East Osborne Ave. Area

3714 Carraway- $550.00

· The Month Of February

Section 8 Ok

Apartment

Grant Park Area

z
§;
~

0 Deposit Required
Section 8 Only
Newly Remodeled
Tri-Plex
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Ready Immediately
Clean & Beautiful
Call (813) 917-4386
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Large Furnished Rooms
$120.00- $140.00/Weekly
Deposit Plus Security
Plus 1 Week Rent
Cable TV, Laund,Y
Single, Drug Free
Mus~ Be Employed
Call (813) 247-4724

Furnished
Rooms For Rent
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Single Person

CJ)

Free Cable

-<
)>

A!C And Heat
$100.00 Per Week
No Deposit

~
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Call (813) 562-3848

c
~

Rooms For Rent
4230 East Cayuga
. Age 50 And
Up Preferred
Males Only
C;:lble Included
$1 00.00/Weekly
Must Be Employed
Call (813) 245-9761

Move In Ready
Great Location

II ROOMS FOR RENT II

Room For Rent

Large 1 Bedroom
Duplex

Seffner

Room For Rent

No Drugs
CHA, Share Kitchen

All Appliances A/C
And More

Furnished

And Bath

Quite Neighborhood

Males Preferred

$130.00/Weekly

$425.00/Monthly

Cable, Air, Lights Included
Income Verified

Drive By
2914 22nd Avenue Apt #A
Info At Location

No Drugs
Call (813) 690-2833

Mr. Austin
(813) 362-7618
Miss Sarah
(813) 270-4047
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II ROOMS FOR RENT II

APPLIANCE
REPAIRS

Available Room For Rent

AIC & Appliance Repair

Affordable Carpet Cleaning

In Ybor Heights At:
1000 East 26th Avenue
Please Call
(813) 494-3343

Ice Makers

Deep Scrub

Refrigeration, Stove

$55.00 Flat

Washers & Dryers

Rate Ca$h

All Work Guaranteed

Applying For Life Insurance

vye Buy Junk Cars .

Just Got Easier!

And Trucks

Automated Phone:

CALLJ.R.

800-506-6984 X 5

(813) 966·3501

Apply Today:

ASAP (813) 484-6757

Call Prince
. (813) 695-4343

Rooms For Rent

Fast Friendly Service

Junk Cars

Life - Health - Dental

We Buy Junk Cars,
Trucks And Vans

Critical Illness

CREDIT REPAIR '

In Quiet Building At

Prince: 813-421-5433

Call (813) 784-8339

SERVICE

2913 North 15th Street
Tampa
·Stop By Or Call Henry

II BEDS FOR SALE II

II

Dave Griffin

JUNK CARS

II

I Buy Junk Cars
Up To $500.00 & Up

Enterprises, Inc •

Free ~ick Up

. (813) 727-0151
Beds
Move In Special

By An Attorney

University Area

Very Affordable Rates

$1 OO.OOtWeekly
$400.00 For
One Month ONLY
S[ngle, Must Be Drug Free
And Employed

$350.00 Cash Minimum

Get Your Credit Evaluated

Bunk Beds

$200.00

Twin

$60.00

Full

$65.00

Queen

$75.00

As Low As $299.00

For Most Cars

Call Eric

Trucks And Vans

(813) 7_64-3968

Free Towing
24/7

Call (813) 440-6440
For Detailed Information

Call (813) 403-0800

$100.00 & Up

King

Of Old Appliances And Metal

II

II

METAL

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
(813) 293-1090

Call (813) 31 D-0991

DNA

II

II

Rooms For Rent
22nd Avenue
Central Heat And Air

DNA Mobile Testing

IIBUSINESS FOR SALE II

Paternity Test

All Utilities Paid
Fixed Income Only
$350:00/Monthly

Calley

call

(813) 765-2558

We Come To You!
Restaurant/Sports Bar
forSale ._Town-N~Couiltry Area

-

~ ~

'

Will Finance

I

··SSI(,.fiJSe!'l··.li:lcome
Big. 8~om~CF.pr Rent
, . ......... ,.,._,...,...,. Wow Only!!!!
$375~ 00/~onthly
ln¢t®e:~!"®)~
~ - ~:-:-'~-.~1--,-4- . .

TV

No Credit Needed
.$399,989 ..
Call

For·liii()~e· Details
,\

L

For Cars, Trucks
/ Vans, Motorcycles
Running Or Not
· With Or Without Title

We Pay Top Dollar For Cars

. 1··:_

.Monday-SaturdaY. ,:, """
•

, ••

r

;-i'_--.'•'

Call (813)626-5733

DLM DNA Services
. (813) 9~8-2753
www.dlmservicesusa.com

,

,

•

L

C

God Bless

··1-888-651-5777
We:Buy .Unwanted Vehicle~

(813) 325-6499

Any Condition
Make Or Model
1993 .Ford Explorer

Your Own Boss And
Start Your Own Business

Older Adults Preferred

And Don't Know How

Must Be Employed

Give Mr. Griffin

Or Receiving Benefits

A Call At

No Drugs Or Kids Allowed

(813) 440-6440

813-431-1310

Call (813) 520-7219

Some Banks Are

Vendors Wanted For
Fresh Market
Every Saturday
Bring Fresh Produce
Yard Sale Items
Gifts/Crafts,
Desserts To Sell
N
N

w

"~

Business Networking
Limited Space
Call (813) 850-3884

MORTGAGE-

II

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!
We Buy
Foreclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days
See Our Ad In The

And Offer Free Towing

Florida Sentinel.

Call Omar

Viww.rehabberssuperstore.~om

(813) 516.0847

- 813.675.7040

II FORECLOSURE II
Paying Up To $20,000

Seminole Heights

II

We Pay Up To $20,000.00
Only $1 ,400.00

$115.00/Weekly
$115.00/Deposit

1

Or (B13).924-6255

With Or W,ith9ut Title

Want To Be

Call (813) 770-7188
We Pic!< Up

For Cars, Trucks And Vans
Free Hauling
Lost Title OK

-~:N.9
g~~o~it
.
.... .. ,.._
-j'-'

s·mall Room

Scrap Metals

Fast Results
Payment Plans
24 Hour Service --~- --

(813) 440-6440

$125.00/Deposit

Transmission, Etc.
All Appliances And

CASH

• ':""'f•' '

Large $125.00/Weekly

All Core Auto.Parts:
· Batteries, Radiators

(813) 695-2438

Legal - $300.00

Over 1?,000 SF ..
Plenty _Of Parking

Need Money?

Personal - $180.00

Full-Liquet Bar ·
"lOOK'' -Special

Up To $1,500.00

For You To Short Sale
Your Home

BLICATION DEADLINES:

•.,~uu· Edition ·Thursday@ 12:00-:R~.

.Friday ·EdHion .• Monday @12~00 P.M~·,:-·

Hurry Call Us Today
@ (813) 440-6440

For Detailed Information

CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS.E.MENT RATE :::
$10.00 • ·1·20 Words·And 60e For Each
Additional Word Over 20
.
This Price Is Each Time You PubliSh Your Ad •i
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Micros Short Hair

$65

Micros Long Hair

$85

Kinky Twisls

$65

Box Plaits

$40

Sew-In Wewes

$45

I Pay Cash In 3 Days
.For Your House

Sister Davis
Has The Ability
To Solve All Problems
Removes Spells And
Reunite Love Ones

Before I·Buy Your House
I Can Provide You With:

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

Call Now For Luck Numbers
(912) 248-5967

Dominican Hairstylist

Ms. Elizabeth

~

w
.....

....,

0
.....
....,

1. Proof Of Funds: Proving I
Have The Cash To Buy
Your House.
2.
References:
Phone
Numbers Of People . I've
Bought
Houses
From
Recently.

Root Healing
Saturday Only

Occupational License: That I
Am A Legitimate Business
Owner. Before You Sell Your
House To Some Scrupulous
Person Make Sure They Can
Offer · You
The
Same
Credentials.

Helps With Loved Ones

$20.00 - Blow And Go

McirQage, Business
$40.00 - Relaxer And Go
$80.00 -Weave And Go

Health, Success
-

When All Others
Have Failed

Call Shelia Today

Guaranteed Help

(813) 481-9765

Call (832) 315-1877

Some Investors Make False
Claims That They ~ave The
Money To Buy Your .H~use But
Really Do Not.

For 1 Free Question

II SELL YOUR HOME II
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

Sister Grace
1907 East Fletcher

Florida Sentinel.

Palm, C!=~rd Reader
Spiritual Cleansing
Removes Bad Luck
Evil Spells
Restores Lost Nature
Advise On Love/Marriage
Health And Business
Special Readings $5.00

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

Phone (813) 506-9239

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
See Our Ad In The

~
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For Your Convenience
The Florida Sentinel
Bulletin Acce1rn:s

·!.IIEJ·

RIMS

If You Are Looking For·
New Tires Or Rims
We Have The Lowest
Prices In Town!
Rims Up To 30"

0

:c

· 1 Also Encourage You To
~
Consult With Your Attorney
m
Before Selling Me Your House
z
We Value
::!
Or Anyone Else.
z
Our Relationship With The
m
rCommunity And Appreciate
OJ
The Continued Support Over c:
rThe Years. · I've ·Helped
rm
Hundreds Of People Get Cash
::!
Fast For Their House· ·Since z
August; 2000. I'm Here To ·Help · "'0
You And Will Not Let You
l
Down.

en

i

(813) 675-7040

II TIRES &

"T1
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Call Me For A
Free Con,ultation:
Kenny Rushing, President
Rehabber's Superstore, Inc.
813 675 7040 Ext.11
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can Us Today
(813)~

"T1
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· BUSINESS DIRECTORY
I

ATTORNEY

Ek&L UL! J L . . J. Jt lUI

Arrested and Concerned
About Your Legal Rights?
CaU Tanya Dugree

(813) 418-5253
Payment Plans Available
With NO CREDIT CHECK

Post-Conviction Proceedings, Sealing Criminal Records and Appeals3111 West M.L.K. Jr. Blvd., Suite 100, Tampa, FL 33607
www.4ReasonableDoubt.com
of a lawyer is an important decision that should nol be based I
decide, ask us to send
FREE written information about nu~ln"ITr.<tfir,n<

#Sentinel Bulletin
·

Small Business Services
• Need Help getting Started or Expanding
• Minority Business Enterprise Certifications
• Non Profits- 501 (c)3 Setup

Call Now: 813 207-0003

.u.,·u.'A~l't.~r.m-...'ll'f':lll:l,l'

"The Voice
of
Our Community .
Speaking jo'r Itself"

(813) 248-1921
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ATTORNEYS
State & Fed. W. C. Claims

* Certified by Michi9an State University

* All Job-Related Injuries

Criminal Defense &
Personal Injury

~~=~~~atCrtme{813) 272;..2200

* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment .

BoatlngAcc:t~rootst

*W.C./ Race·. Discrimination
-

WJ'OIIgfuJDeatb

DVIIBUI

£!"'

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Free Information Canceming Qualifi.calions & Elq>erience Available Upon R~ The Hirill! Of
AnA!Iomey Is An ·~ Dl:ci$im That Should Not BcllascdSolcly Upon Arlvettis<ment!. .Befure You
Us To Said You Free Wriltlen lnfoonetion.

FEDERAL & STATE
CRIMINAL DEFENSE

FREE CONSULTATIONI

(~For,_ Title VII

C...)

220 E. Madison Str..t • sutt.1207, Tampa. FL 33602

Visit Us On.Jine At: www.FORDlAWFIRM.OilG (,..._U.S. ,{na; JACC Attornerl
,_,_ts.Belaeyou~..tcuslo

ATTORNEY
''CAL . RICKY''
.''ASK .RICKY''
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Free Initial Consultation

AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:

LL.

c
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All Federal Crimes
Felonies & Misdemeanors
DUI & Traffic Cases
Violations of Probation
Bond & ROR ~otions
Domestic Violence
DV Injunctions

. (813) 350-7923

Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

The hiring ofiOIUO!ni:)l is Ill impor!lnf de<ision llws...idDOCbe
bas<dsoldy upoo~ Btforeycu d«ido. asi: liSto"""'
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RICKY E.
WILLIAMS
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BAIL BONDS
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GEORGE E. SHAW
BAIL BONDS
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Hillsborough Coqnty -

Many people know how.to find an attorney, but don't
know how to find the right attorney for their needs.

(8t3) 391-2493

_ Call James Harrell
Available 24-Hours A Dayn Days A Week!

PolkCounty ·

FREE Auto Accident Help Une!

328 Dorsett Avenue
44Q-3720
Lake w~•A~ FL 33853

••g~ai!l1~3~-4mo9-4253

COLLEGE .
.& ML 2 &iLJ! Uti i221!i
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PHARMACY

UL £1

.......

TIMES PHARMACY

...I
LL.

2210 East Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, Fl33610
- . {Hillsborough & 22nd By AMSCOT)

•llscrl•llll•·

(813) 237-6900
NORENE COPLAND MILLER, MS.
Aso.i.<rumt Diredor Of
Recruitment And Admissions

Schqol Of Human Services - Tampa Bay Campus
-Email: ncopeland.miller@spfldcol.edu

RESTAURANT .

The Miles Plaza

308 E. MLK Blvd., Suite E
J'aJp.pa, FL .33t$03

Your Neighborhood Pharmacy ·

161111frtr#B .

f'nJt·~~)JJ!"
· • Free

We Offer Free Home Delivery
Gift Card With Prescription Transfers

If You Have No Insurance * Call Us For Assistance

RENT A CAR

•

(813) 237-2392 Office
(813) 236-5717 Fax

RENT A CAR

